XT, Born to Fly
The XT is designed for the
advancing pilot and the
professional team from Moyes
are happy to help with advice
and hints that will not only
make flying your XT safer and
more enjoyable, but help you
achieve your full potential in
the sport of hang gliding.
Moyes Delta Gliders Ply Ltd
173 Bronte Road, Wa verl ey,
N.S ,W, 2024 Australia
Tel: (02) 387 5114 (02) 387 5622
Fax : (02) 387 4472

Area
Span
Nose Angle
Aspect Ratio
Glider Weight
Pilot Weight Range
Pilot Skill Level
Certified

For Jurther
information or a test
fly, contact your local
dealer or theJactory.

XT165
165 sq, ft.
30'/9,1 m
115 degrees
5.45
65 Ibs/29,5 kg
60-120 kg
Intermediate
USHGMA & Giitesiegal

XT145
145 sq, ft.
27'6"/8.38 III
115 deg rees
5,21
53 Ibs/24 kg
45-90 kg
In termedia te
USHGMA & Giites iegal

ADVERTISING

Skysaiior
Official Publication Of The Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia

S

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service
to members . For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent Economy
Air), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques sho uld be made
payable to and sent to HGFA
Contributions are needed. Articl es, photographs
and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor reserves the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by the
contributor's name, address and J-JGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HG FA nor the editor assume responsibility
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

SKYSAILOR CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401, ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover photo
sent in. It can be a black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested. Please supply
a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the foll owing month's issue!)
for contributions, market place, etc. Market place is
free to linandalmembers - please quote your numberotherwise a charge of $5 per ad is applicable.

Advertising rates are available from the Editor. All ads
must be paid in advance. Layout, separations and extra
work incur additional cost
Markel Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals,
short term memberships, rating forms and other administrative maUers should be sent to: HANG
GUDING FED. OF AUSTRAUA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558
1UMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888, Fx/AH Answer Machine 069474328
PRESIDENT: Andrew Humphries
093816053,018917537
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Craig Worth
Mobile: 018 657419
Ph/Fx 065 592713
For infonnation about site ratings, sites and other local
maUers, contact the appropriate state
association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel

(042) 971923

Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling
Sec. la n Dune.1 n
Treas. Glenn Salmon

029131294
029189962
029180091

AcnlGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
(06) 2925302
Pres. Phil Robinson
018625181
SSO. Peter Muffet
062927701

Sth Qld
POBox 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Pres. Tony Giammichele
073584101
Sec/PR James Christensen,
072026342 H
078642788 W

Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove Q 4740
Pres. Dave Lamont
079461157
Secrrrs: Ron Huxhagen
(079) 552913

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byrne
(09) 4449920 H
093167628 W

VicIlGA
PO Box 400

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres

Prahran 3181
Pres John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H
Sec Tony Hughs
052 438245 AH

West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAUGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2977532 H
(08) 2325405 W

PGConvenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Kevin Magennis , Convener, 018181071
Johanne Parniczky, Sec, Newcastle, Ph 049 307895
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 570216
NeviUe Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 941031 ph!fx!tam
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HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt feat uring breast pocket, colo ur logo and quote o n the back
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - m etal with full colour e namel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
*.* Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices

.**

$19 .95

9.00
6.95
5 .95

4.00
2.00
2.95

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Chequ e, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Warwick GiU
070563333
Sec Kevin Gilligan
070553343
Nev Akers
070512438 W
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Bron Ahem
079262237
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Pres. Nick Dillaoe
075991363
Sec. Gordon Bieske
075435505
SSO. Ken Hill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
31 Wilson St
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329
Sunshine Coast HG Club
(Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres Brad Cooper
077792853
Vice-Pres Graham Beplate
077732913
Sec Robin Dawson

077 819182 H
077819432W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077733580
Gary Rogers
077792645
Whitsundays HG CL
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec. Ron Huxhagen
079552913
Treas. John Fielder
079577212
SSO. Niel Scobie
079591329
New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Peter Aitken
066853358
Sec. David Smith
066
SSO. Peter Aitken
066853358
meet 1st Wed ea month
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Garry Moulston
043344866
Sec Paul Gibbs
043341919
Site Officer Duncan Brown
043342406
2nd Wed Tuggerah Lakes
MemClub
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068 511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656
Cudgegong Valley IlG

Club
Sec. Mark Cafe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Bareham
063791310
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
lllawarra Hnng
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Illawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres George Bame
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Anne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard

065821966
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO. Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715
Sec: Ian Duncan
029189962
SSO. Forrest Park
029972238
Stan well Park Club
Pres. And rew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943094
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet 7.30pm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484

067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

Sky High PG Club
Pres. Ken Mitchelhill
03 8879173 ah
03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
054283185 ah
1st Wed Retreat Hot
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford

Upper Blue Mts
UGClub
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Tribey
047871480
Victoria

Western Australia
The Great Sandy Desert
HGClub
Pres. Ian Sallie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091798655 H

Eastern HG Club
Peter Batchelor
037353095
Andrew Philips
037580091 AH meet 3rd
Wed Olinda Hotel Main
St, Lilydale (0. rail line)

Dalwallinu IlG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093673263 H
094917642 W

North East Victorinn
I1G Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057572945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas & PG Geoff White
057562255
VHGA rep Peter Roper
037435365
Southern UG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 543833 I AH
1st Tucs
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St Richmond

Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
026321634
Sec & SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
Tamwor1.h!Manilla HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069474328
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission
o [rice use on Iy

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

. . . . . . . Address:
Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex: M/F

. Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

Card #:

Signature:
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$125 12 months (FUU..) Membership
$115 (Ntb·NSW) 12 mths AJLL Membership
$135 (SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$20
PHG Pilots Opcntional Levy
$50
Additioool Family Member (12 months)
$25
RejaningAdministntioo Fee
$45
Short Tum Membership (4 months)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
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S15

Trial/Instructional Aigbl (TIl')
7 Days total available through instructors only

$50
$65
$95
$5
$ 15
$10
$5

(l2issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (Nonny)
Overseas (seD I SAL)
Overseas (Seol Ainnail)
FAI ueence

PHG Ops Manual
Compo Manual
Tow Manuals

SKYSAILOR

Firstly for this month some apologies; to AirBorne Windsports for mixing up their ads
which referred to Jenny Ganderton and Drew Cooper last month. Sorry for the confusion
and also apologies to Jenny and Drew! I've got it right this month!
I also neglected to note that the article titled "TheAdverse Yaw Turn"was reprinted from
January 1994 Hang Gliding. This magazine has some excellent articles which I like to
reproduce from time to time in the hope that pilots will find them helpful as well as
interesting. If you have read an article somewhere which you think might be of interest,
please let me know and/or provide the original publication.
The competition season is practically over and already there has been early autumn
weather patterns cooling the evening air. I have heard that the comp circuit was quite
exhausting for many this time and perhaps that is why I haven't been inundated with comp
reports. My mailbox has been unusually empty of such material; perhaps pilots are catching
their breath and restoring their lives to normal before sending in some comp coverage?
Don't forget to (carefully) fill out your ballot fonn and send to the HGFA office, PO
Box SS8 Tumut NSW 2720 by last mail Friday March 18, 1994!

Safe flying,
Marieleffery

NOTICE TO PILOTS INTENDING TO FLY
These requirements are meant to help us all fly safely, but nothing beats local advice on the day. If you need advice on
the hill don't hesitate to speak to one of the local safety officers or duty pilots - look for the red caps!
...

You must be a current financial member of the HGFA and bring your membership card, record of qualifications
and logbook. If you can't present these on request, you won't fly.

...

Stanwell Park is an INTERMEDIATE mted site

...

WEEKDA YS novice pilots may fly only if:

...

...

./

their instructor has SIGNED a statement in their logbook indicating that they are capable of flying at
Stan well with the advice of a Safety Officer; and

./

they speak to a SAFETY OFFICER before flying to detennine whether conditions are suitable, and to
get advice on how to fly the site safely

WEEKENDS and PUBLIC HOLIDAYS some novice pilots may fly, but only if:
./

their instructor is present to advise them before flying; and

./

their instructor is satisfied that they can safely fly the site on the day

Do not fly within a 50 METRE RADIUS of all take off and top-landing areas when there is enough lift to fly
outside these areas
The only bottom-landing area is next to and seaward of the northern lagoon. Pilots must be able to land in this
small area.
Thank you for your cooperation

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club

March 1994
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Competition Reporting
Dear Marie
I am a fairly new pilot but am keen to compete.
I am also very interested in what is happening at
all the comps. I went to Canungra '93 as wind
tech but no others due to work, money, experience and injury (indoor soccer, not flying).
What I would love is a write-up on the comps
like the one by Bill Moyes on the Worlds.
Please badger those people who do attend to
write at least a summary of what happened for
us less fortunates. Canungra didn't get a proper
resul ts table when you could have filled an enti re
Skysailor with all the events and the 'Real
Points'. I acknowledge now that I should have
written it myself from a novice's viewpoint and
in the future I probably will do so.
Thank you,
Mark, 22843

Reflections from a Mortal
Dear Marie
I think I have drunk too much coffee.
Sitting here fat, dumb and happy on a Sunday
morning I find myself agitated enough to
respond to Geoff Martin's letter, "Long live the
Flying Underground", Skysailor January 1994.
I make the observation that Geoff, as the
chosen one, has no need of the facile rules and
regulations that burden so many mortals and
spoil their fun .
Indeed, why bother registering you car,
Geoff? If only you had been there to "lay hands"
upon my friend as he lay in a coma for 3 months
in intensive care. At least then he wouldn't need
the millions of dollars of 3rd party insurance to
modify his environment just to stay out of a
nursing home.
It would seem, Geoff, that some of the friends
who smuggled you tea and scones in your "Outlaw" hideaway have had their daughters' face
re-arranged by a "Gee, I'm really sorry it was an
accident... I didn't mean to bomb out on the
beach ... "
Are hang glider pilots special? Is lift generated
differently on a hang glider airfoil? I mean, I
know I'm special. But Marie, so are you . Perhaps even, dare I say it, power aviators too!
If it transpires that hang glider pilots don't
have a surreal glow around their form then
maybe we should carry a little cheap 3rd party
insurance, heaven forbid, even if it is a legal
requirement.

Come fly ~ith us

Of course, I'm only
referring to humble

mortals. All 'Chosen Ones' exempt.
Thanks Marie I may go have a little lie down
now.
Trevor Gardner
Learning to soar
Dear Marie
I would like to take this opportunity to help
encourage any student pilots who may be having
trouble learning to soar.
On Saturday January 29, after another unsuccessful attempt to prolong the never ending
amount of short glides that I have been doing, I
finally managed to put it all together and succeeded in soaring at Spion for just over forty
minutes.
When I finally calmed down two days later
and was entering this land mark flight into my
log book, I discovered that I made my first
attemptto learn to fly hanggliderson 12 December 1991, just over three years ago. The time
now seems to have never existed and has all but
been erased from my memory by the thrill and
pleasure of that first soaring flight.
So if you are trying to learn to fly, be calm;
when you get there it will be well worth it.
I would also like to use this letter to thank the
many people in the Geelong area who helped
and encouraged me along the way. A special
thanks to Tony Hughes for using his own valuable flying time to help me run up and down the
dunes. Also many thanks to Rob Van De
Klooster for his tuition and great encouragement.
Rodney Trevor, 34461 •

MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
Home of the 1993 National Hang Gliding
& Para Gliding Competitions
and the
Mt.Cole Challenge
Hang Gliding Trophy
(25km triangle course)
Mt.Cole Challenge
Para Gliding Trophy
(distance event)
Dynamic Flight Hang
Gliding School
instructor Rohan
Holtkamp lives &
operates locally.

(Competition for either Hang Gliding
or Para GI iding Cilallenge may be
conducted at any time during the year)

Beaufort is situated one and a half
hours west of Melbourne on the
Western Highway.
Accommodation available:
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
camping, bed & breakfast.
Competition accommodation at
Raglan Recreation Reserve
(with power, hot & cold showers)

Mark sets up on the snow

UVEX
The world's lightest full face
helmet made from the world's
strongest fibres. Available in s/mll
plus 2 new sizes: xi/xxi
Also available from Aerial Technics
042942545

Phone 075 463021

Enquiries: Phone (053) 492845
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Contact Declan Doyle phone/fax 34.73.455170, Spain 9-11.30,19-22.00.

BC Provincial Paraglidng Championships, Canada
July 23-29, Okawagan BC
Contact: Wayne Bertrand, Box 2039 STN. R., Kelowna BC Canada VIX
4K5, ph 1 6047652359, fax 1 604 765 8200

"COUPE I CARE " 1994
1993/94 Victorian Cross Country League
Dates: 1/4/93 to 31/3/94.
Any queries may be directed to: Wesley Hill, VHGA Inc. Competition
Director PO Box 400, Prahran, 3181

Second Birchip "Flatter Than the Flatlands" Easter
Towing Competition
Entry fee $40
Minimum of 4 pilots per team . Team entries accepted only
Contact or entries to: Warwick Duncan or Alan Beavis, 15 Clarinda Rd,
Essendon VIC 3040, phone 03 3372226

1994 Women's World Championships
Chelan, Washington, USA, 5-16 July 1994
For more information contact the meet organisers Dan Uchytil (206
4400998 or Larry Majchrzak on (509) 6823479 .

Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
July 16-24, Golden BC
Contact: JC Hauchecorne, HPAC Comp Director, 1735 Dublin St, N
Westminster BC Canada V3M2Z9, ph 16045211559, fax 16046827851

Pre World Hang Gliding Championship, Ager, Spain
July 1-17

15th to 18th September 1994
Entries to : Martine Lange, Icare Festival Organisation, Office Du
Tourisme, 38720 St Hilaire Du Touvet, Telephone: 760833 99, Fax: 76
972056

Paragliding World Cup Association Competition Dates
1994 Season
17-27 March: KytBkushu - Japan
Paragliding Pre-World, 1-1-Jonai, Kokurakita-Ku, KItakyushu 803, Tel:
(81) 93 5823833, Fax: (81) 93 585 1294
24-29 May: Grindelwald - Switzerland
Christoph Schlappi, OK PWC, Fuhrenmatte, 3818 Grindelwald, Tel : 36
533665
1 - 5 June: ZillertBl- Austria
Tourismusverband, 6280 Zell am Ziller, Tirol, Austria, Tel : 5282 2281,
Fax: 5282228180
24 - 30 July: PeidrahitB - Spain
Steve Ham, Centro de Vueio, Travesia Duque de AI ba 2,05500 Piedrahi ta,
Avila, Tel: (34) 08 621013, Fax: (34) 18362215
16 - 21 August: Avoriaz - France
Open International Parapente, CRM, 104 rue de Bagneux, 92120
Montrouge, Tel: (33) 146562470
28 Aug - Sept 4: Chamonlx - France (final)
Les Gratte-Ciels, Club des Sports, Place due telephenque, 74310 Les
Houches, Tel : (33) 5055 5281, Fax: (33) 5054 5295 •

Sky Cycles PjL
Trike Sales & Training. Sole Australian Agent
for Solarwings/Pegasus
NEW Pegasus Quantum combines economy of the "0" model with comfort and cockpit
ergonomics of the Quasar. In-flight trim to over 70 mph hands off. Phone for an information
package on this world beater.
Pegasus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands off). The smooth performer now available is low
noise 582. Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat.
Pegasus "Q" the perfonnance and economy of the "Q" is well kno.wn. Still winning the
competitions that count.
Pegasus XL available in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High Power configuration with
or without tug equipment. Flying school and recrea tional favourite.
Cyclone Chaser S The World Champion flexwing single seater. Real economy and performance at a real low price.

We also have good used aircraft available.

(!UA5ER.
1/5'
T71 ~

~~

~

~
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Phone for an information package on any of our trike products or arrange a test flight.
Don't forget your Iva prop $600, and Special Communica trike systems includes helmet, visors,
radio kit, battery & charger for only $950.

For all the latest in trike products and training.

)-

14 Northern Ave Moorabbin Airport Vic 3194

Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax: 03 587 5976
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Executive
Director's
Report
Fly Indonesia
Many of you may recall an article about escapingourwinter and flyingin Indonesia (Skysailor
November) .
There is a lot to be gained for Australian hang
gliding sports through developing a stronger
relationship with Asia . Firstly because I think it
is good for Australia as a whole but in the
context of our sport we have a lot to offer in
expertise and experience. In return we would be
opening up the hang gliding competition,
tourism and equipment markets which will
benefit all members in the long run.
The Federation of Aero Sport Indonesia
(FASI) through PUSAT GANTOLLE (their
Hang Gliding Association) have negotiated an
attractive international competition deal involving discounted airfares and freight and substantial prize money (US$7500) payable down to
20th position.
In addition there will be other prizes such as
accommodation packages, dinners, travel tours
and holiday packages and hang gliding equip-

8

ment as well as a cash prize for the longest flight
distance.
The competition will involve both teams and
individual entries but will be limited to a maximum of fifty entrants. The Gajah Mungkur Cup
'94 will be held at Wonogiri, Central Java from
August 18th to 30th 1994. The entry fee will be
US$l00 and all competitors flying Garuda Airlines will be eligible for 50% discount on both
fares and airfreight.
A full information package can be obtained
from the HGFA office or from:
Gajah Mungkur Cup '94, Lanud Adisumarmo,
Surakarta (Solo), Jawa Tengah, Indonesia .
Ph/fax Mr Iskak Karmanto, Tel : 6227148304
& 62 27142579, Fax: 62 27148104, OR: FASI,
attn: Roy Sadewo, Fax: 62 21 7508843 or
7250979.

"... the HGFA must continue to
ask ALL visiting pilots to take
out VPM (visiting pilot membership) even if carrying world
wide insurance coverage. "
We are hoping for a minimum group of about
15-20 so thatwemightbeable to negotiate a deal
for a week in Bali or similaron the way back or
over. Please let us know ASAP if you are interested so we have time to negotiate the arrangements.
The "team" to represent Australia (depending
on board and committee approval) will be a
developmental team ... and hence not made up of
our big guns, but some of our younger and "b"
grade competition pilots. As no HGFA funds
will beavailable for the competition it really will
be a matter of personal commitment to these
pilots' long term goals of making our national
team. However, I think the experience will be
invaluable for such pilots . I will be sending
personal invitations to such pilots over the comingweeks to see who is available. If you feel you
have some claim to a spot on such a team, I
would be glad to hear from you. Likewise I
would like to hear from suitably qualified
coaches or experienced competition pilots who
would like to act as team leader/coach. The
airfare for this person will be covered by the
sponsors. The HGFA competitions committee
will make fi nal selections if required as this part
of the trip will not be a holiday.
Now to more humdrum topics ...
Fonns... problems or using old and out
dated HGFA rorms.
Over the past 12 months we have developed new
forms for all endorsements, certificates and
membership categories. However many people
but mainly Instructors continue to use outdated forms . This causes us considerable
problems in the HGFA office.
The most critical is that new members are

paying incorrect membership as a result of the
old information contained on the forms. This
ultimately wastes both office time and increases
administration expenses ... and wastes your
money. My phone squeals too often with a fax
tone as many of the old forms contain incorrect
ph/fax information. Most of the certificate and
endorsement forms have updated skills and
theory requirements, so once again our standards are being undermined by the continued use
of old forms .
Please read the Operations Manual and
Constitution especially if you are giving advice
to new or visiting pilots. People with HOFA
Form Files or Visiting Pilot issue packages
should read carefully the Operations Manual
a nd new HGFA Constitution with regard to the
rights and privileges.
Most important to note is that VPMs do not
provide for the issue of Australian Certificates
or Endorsements as VPMs are only issued in
conjunction with existing overseas certificates.
CAO 95 .8 requires the HGFA to issue certificates to any pilot wishing to fly hang
gliders/paragliders in Australia . We have
adopted the International Pilot Proficiency Identification standards (IPPI) to assist us and we
usually accept the certificate from the issuing
organisation once we have satisfied ourselves as
to the pilot's experience and knowledge.
Due to this and a number of insurance refusals
from Overseas companies, and due to the fact
that many of our land owners and councils etc
have demanded they be specifically indemnified
within our insurance policy as a condition of
their approval for us to gain access, the HOFA
must continue to ask ALL visiting pilots to take
out VPM (visiting pilot membership) even if
carrying world wide insurance coverage.
It appears that CIVL/FAI attempts to obtain a
world wide public liability insurance coverage
for ALL pilots has not been successful. The
challenge for us now is to satisfy our own insurance requirements whilst at the same time
taking into consideration that some national organisations provide world wide coverage to
their members and hence these pilots feel they
are being over insured.
This item will be on the agenda for the next
HGFA Board meeting.
The challenges or '94 and beyond .••
Sport promotion and sponsorship will become
increasingly important issues as we move
toward hosting the Womens' World Championships 1996 and the 1998 Class 1 Open Worlds.
But promotion and sponsorship will not be
restricted to these events and in fact possible
sponsorship deals should be negotiated for "the
sport" across all areas of operations. Initial
negotiations are now underway in accordance
with the Development Plan and we would hope
that a deal is tied up before the end of the year.
Insurance
Increased activi ty and membership growth
throughout 1993 has resulted in an increase in
insurance premium. However the increase in
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accident you should not
admit any liability nor in
fact mention that as a
member you carry insurance. Instructors who
have taken Professional
Indemnity likewise
should not advertise this
fact widely as it only encourages petty claims
which will only result in
increased work for the
broker/underwriter and
once again force up
premiums.

Brothers Adrian & Glen Connors flying Hill 60 - P A
Orman
membership income should adequately cover
this unexpected expense, But there is also a very
concerning increase of potential claims against
our policy resulting from accidents involving
passengers and students. In other words most of
these potential claims are from pilots/trainees
against the policy.
While it is important to maintain this level of
coverage it seems that instructors and passenger
carrying endorsed pilots need to take a lot more
care. The Operations Manager will no doubt
cover the specific incidents but my concerns are
that evenjustthe potential claims place pressure
on the underwriters to reassess our risk. All
members must remember that in the case of an

It is therefore no coincidence that the HGFA
will continue to target
training standards and other safety issues in an
effort to not only improve safety standards but
as a result protect membership fees by holding
insurance costs to a minimum. We also have a
legal and moral obligation to investigate all
serious training accidents and incidents as this
will be the area of operation most susceptible to
insurance claims. It is also the area most easily
sensational ised by the media bri nging a resul tant
negative image about the sport and undermine
our current promotional efforts.
CAA regulations and airspace re-structuring
In mid February we begin the new round of
consultative meetings with CAA on Australian

airspace re-structuring. We also expect word on
our interim application for operations to 10,000'
OCfA for Intermediate/Advanced pilots. While
our claim is supported "in principle" throughout
the aviation industry and indeed by certain CAA
managers there seems no end to the bureaucratic
procrastination. Hopefully by the time you read
this we will have finally achieved at least an
answer one way or the otber. The compromise
we will be required to make will be the need to
come on to VHF airband radios above 5000'.
National Sport Aviation Centre (NSAC)
With tbe "Sports Rofts" affair raging in parliament this past few weeks (early Feb) HGFA's
commitmentto this project needed to be carefully monitored as tbe NSAC received a sports
facility development grant to kick it off. Although we have not drawn on tbe funds as yet it
should not be long before the final legal details
are sorted and development will begin at Wangaratta.
The project is of major importance to sport
aviation and the HGFA in that it will provide a
focus point for the public, government and
media and create a level of credibility never
experienced before. If we handle the development of Wangaratta carefully, ensuring that
HGFA's initial investment will result in positive
outcomes, then the NSAC may provide the ideal
opportunity for HGFA to secure its long term
viability and provide ongoing training and
developmental opportunities.
Ian Jarman
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ATTENTION ALL PILOTS
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PRODUCT

A QUANTUM L.JE:JtII4F» IN PARACHUTE DESIGN
The QUANTUM Series Parachutes by HIGH
ENERGY SPORTS in the USA are the most
sophisticated, highly engineered and tested
parachutes ever produced for Hang Gliding and
Paragliding.
Not only does the QUANTUM induce drag but
also produces lift thus contributing to the extremely
low rate of descent.
So now is the time to consider upgrading your
Backup Safety System.

For all your flying needs ...
Call

AERIAL TECHNICS 042 942 545

PO BOX
March 1994
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Operations Manager's
Report

lacerations; the passenger suffered a broken
cheek, shoulder and lacerations to face and arm.
The mast fractured inside the top engine
mounting collar. This is the second such failure
in Australia . It is thought that if a trike is rolled
over onto a leadi ng edge, the subsequent stresses
placed on the mast can weaken it at the engine
mount bolt. This problem is compounded if the
mast bracing wires are over-tightened, concentrating any bending moment onto the
bol t/collar.
If your trike has been rolled over you should
have the trike manufacturer/agent check the
mast for any sign of damage inside or adjacent
the engine mount collar, or any elongation of the
engine mount bolt holes .
Pilot rating:
Passenger Endorsed
Instructor
Advance Alfe - Tandem
Paraglider:
glider
Inland, rated intermediate
Site:
12-15 kts wind, light
Conditions:
thermal
Nil
Pilot injury :
Passenger injury: Broken pelvis
Glider damage:
Nil
Description: Tandem instructional flight,
flying slowly on top landing approach, left wing
stalled due to wind gradient/turbulence, canopy
began to turn slowly toward stalled wing, pilot
counter-braked, inducing complete stall from
approx 8-12 ft, female passenger took initial
impact, with pilot landing on top of her.
This accident raises a number of questions in
regard to the suitability of carrying out tandem
paragliding flights inland. Obviously the conditions must be ideal and the pilot must take care
in ensuring that the flight is carried out with
extreme caution . Whenever landing in thermal
conditions a pilot must ensure that sufficient
airspeed is maintained to allow a safe landing
approach.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth.

in this month which could well save injury to
pilots in the future - if the lesson learnt from
others is heeded.
Altitude Measurement
I notice that many Aussie paraglider pilots are
following the practice of some Europeans and
using metres instead of feet to measure altitude.
ALL branches of aviation use feet as a measurement for altitude, for both sport and general
aviation . This is standard throughout the world.
Consequently all airspace regulations, amtrol
steps, cruising levels and height restrictions are
measured in feet. I fail to see how anyone would
want to be constantly converting these heights
from feet to metres (or do you just ignore such
things?) . It would have to be easier to adopt the
one standard.
It appears that when and if we gain access to
airspace above5000', hanggliderand paraglider
pilots will have to be trained and endorsed to use
VHF airband radio. This will entail monitoring
the appropriate area frequency and relaying altitude and position to other aircraft when required. Pilots will need to have an altimeter set
to QNH to enable the correct altitude to be
advised in reet
Acciden ts/lncidents
Two reports are to hand which highlight the
necessity for thorough maintenance:
A powered hang glider had been purchased
and flown very little before being stored for
about two years, and was then sold to the present
owner in almost new condition.
The new owner suffered an engine out for
approximately 4 seconds and subsequently
landed safely. As a precaution he replaced ...,........."..=....,..,.,.--.....,..-.."..,=.,.--..,~~.....,..-=....."......."..:-:""71
~------------------------------~
or serviced the plugs, carburettor, points,
fuel filter and air cleaner.
After several more hours of operation,
at beautiful Noosa
a similar engine out occurred. Further
train on Edge or Pegasus
inspection found the problem to be a
shortage of fuel due to the diaphragm in
the fuel pump hardening. Hence comes a
Bob Sliver. eEl
recommendation to replace the
Soft side
diaphragm if an engine is not used for an
extended period of time.
for Buzzard Trikes
An accident occurred as a result of a
* UV proof vinyl
PHG mast failure. The failure occurred
* 2 large pockets
just after take-off, allowing the propeller
* easy fitting
to come in contact wi th one of the rear
wires, causing the trike base to rotate up
$210 plus p&p
and to the right. The pilot managed to
bring the base back in line with the wing,
but by this time the wing had stalled and
the PHG descended into trees and bushes
adjacent the runway.
The pi lot suffered a broken leg and
________
__
____

My trip to WA and SA has been postponed a
little while. I am presently working to catch up
with my office duties. I have several manuals to
draft as well as the usual correspondence to
answer. I am also working with Ian to prepare
for the upcoming Instructor Trai ning Course and
the National Team Training Camp.
The H G FA Instructor Trai ni ng Course is open
to pilots in either Hang Gliding, Paragliding or
Powered Hang Gliding who wish to become
instructors. Other than several current instructors who have not yet been to a course, there is
no obligation for existing instructors to attend.
The course will be held in Wangaratta, Victoria
over four days, May 6 to 9. Registration forms
are available from the HGFA office and the cost
of the course is estimated to be around $300,
payable with registration. There will be PHG
hire added to this for PHG pilots without their
own machine. Pilots wishi ng to attend the course
must have the required flying experience prior
to commencement orthe course . Refer HGFA
Operations Manual, Sect.7.5 or PHG Manual,
Sect.5.5. Please be aware that this course is only
oneofa number of requirements in becoming an
HGFA Instructor.
The HGFA National Team Training Camp
will be held at Lake Keepit, NSW in April and
is aimed at developing the skills of our existi ng
and future national representatives. It will be run
with the assistance of the Australian Insti tute of
Sport and the Australian Sports Commission .
Pilots invited to attend should have already
received their invitations.
There have been several accident reports rome
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to the finish line to observe his finish and that he would be
there in 15 minutes. We could not see him for 10 more
minutes, but then a dot appeared in the sky and it grew at an
alarming rate. TOlI!as crossed at approximately 110 km/hr
and a world record for a 100 km triangle of 37 Ian/hr was
accomplished. Attila crossed at 6.49 pm to average 31.5
km/hr for a Hungarian record for a 100 kID triangle.
The only two pilots to complete all tasks were still Tomas
and Jarso.
Day 6: a straight line to the south east and Boorowa as
goal, 116 kID away, was an easy task with 64 pilots making
goal. Tomas won easily as he forgot to change out of overdrive. Jarso
missed the easiest goal and lost his second place as the large number of
pilots to complete the task damaged his score. Australian pilots did well
this day and I hope that doesn't suggest that they only did well on the easy
days.
Day 7: a good day suggested a big task of 195 km to Dunnedoo. Tomas
won again. 8 pilots completed the task and Jarso was the only Australian
just ahead of 5 Frenchmen to complete. The French were giving us back
a lesson in team flying.
The final day was a down wind run of 148 Ian to Ardlethan with no
camera requirements. Tomas, still in overdrive, came in ahead of 67 pilots
to complete the task. The results were mixed wi th a lot of pilots happy to
achieve their personal best on this day.
They had completed 8 straight days of good flying without a rest day
and everyone was tired and satisfied that we had achieved the aims of
international competition, which were:
To determine the champion and secondly to foster international relationships and sportsmanship.
Tomas won 6 of the eight days and left no doubt that his double World
Championship win was not just luck. Most pilots are convinced that if it
is possible Tomas is still improving. Jarso showed that there is still life in
the old guys yet. His last big win was in '88 with the then new XS. He

FtAT AN s
My task was to organise and operate two Dragonfly tow planes and two
payout winch cars to tow 30-40 pilots each day. Clive Gilmore and Bob
Bailey flew the two Dragonflys while the Japanese team and I manned the
winches .
A new record of 161 entries was set with the most number of international pilots in the country since the'88 World Championships . The largest
team was without doubt the French. There was also a large team of Swiss,
followed by the Germans, a few Austrians and only a few British and
Americans. Asia was well represented by 8 Japanese. There was only one
Czech and one Hungarian. Scandinavia was there with several Norwegians, Swedes and one Dane. There was a total of 70 internationals and
the largest field of women with a total of 15 women pilots competing. I
am forced to bite my tongue a!ld admit that the women performed
admirably by towing well. One Japanese girl, Masumi Goda, caused a stir
when she towed 1000' of towline around for a few minutes while she was
learning to tow, but she learnt quickly and now tows like a champion .
The first day of the competition opened with average conditions, so a
short task of 100 km was called and won by Tomas. 5 pilots achieved goal .
The second day: again average conditions, so the task committee called
a 106 km dogleg; Forbes, Manildra, Gundumbull. Manfred Ruhmer won
the day with 34 pilots making goal. The Europeans were placing well with
a crowd of French finishing favourably.
The third day: a short out-and-retum of 68 km as the wind was light.
This day was won by Manfred Ruhmer again with Tomas second.
Australia fared well on this day, but the French arrived in force later.
The Sydney bush fires raged during the fourth day and the smoke was
dense. A goal to Yass was called, hoping that the pilots would find clean
air. Manfred had been following Tomas and clipping him on the finish
line, so Tomas used the smoke screen to slip away from Ma nfred. Only 3
pilots reached the goal; Tomas, Jean Souviron and Ian Jarman . At this
stage Tomas and Jarso were the only two to achieve the four goals.
Day 5 began with spectacular cumulus clouds so a 116 km FAI triangle
was called. Forbes to Goolagong with Greenfall as turnpoint. Tomas saw
the opportunity to set a world record and took the necessary steps to attach
a barograph and use official observers. Attila Bertok from Hungary took
the same steps to achieve his goal of a Hungarian record.
Tomas changed gears into overdrive and flew like a whirlwind. I was
still towing a few of the pilots who hadn't left the tow area at 5.10 pm
when Tomas' voice came over the radio to request that the observers go

A view from the Tug during the '94 Flatlands

SPECIALS
Don't miss out on these bargain prices

Buy Australian
Why buy imported items when there is an Australian
product manufactured to the same standards at a cheaper
price, without lengthy delivery and repair delays?

*

*
*
*

Reserve parachutes for hang gliders and paragliders
manufactured to T.S.O. C2Jb (A NO 103.18) specifications.
8 sizes are available for hang gliders and 4 sizes for
paragliders. All sizes can be fitted with pulled Apex as optional extra .
Prices from: $450 (save $100)
Water bag: 2 litre backpack water sack for those
X-country flights . (Camelback equivalent)
Price: $65.00 (save $30)
Vario/ Altimeters: the most popular and reliable unit
available on the market. With the ability to work in marginal conditions where others tend to fail. Reading in 2ft
increments. Model VA Sjostrom.
Price on application:
We will not be beaten
Protectant "303", protect your new glider from the harmful UV rays, while also extending the life of the sail. Or
use it to bring back the natural colours of that faded
second hand glider. Spray on, wipe
off.
Price: $28 per litre

.. All prices plus freight and while stocks last

AUSSIE-FLIGHT PRODUCTS
24 hour hot line seven days a week

PHONE: (042) 971923
March 1994
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repeated that performance this year with the new Xtralite, to become
Australia's top performing Flatlands pilot.
The French showed us that they are a force to be reckoned with and will
not doubt be strong contenders in Spain.
Towing as a form of launching proved to be a faster way of getting a big
field into the air and the newly tested downwind start line eliminated the
advantage of towing skills and advanced towing systems for some pilots.
Women are at last towing well and I must admit that for the first time in
my life I enjoyed their presence.
Masumi commented that when she crashed on her first tow, she was
scolded and told not to fly (by me). When Jarso did a ground loop off the
dolley and crashed into the earth and smashed the glider, he was dusted
off, put into another new glider and made goal. He was slapped on the back
in the pub that night with constant congratulations "Good onya, Jarso,"
while Masumi was under a cloud. She says female treatment in Australia
is just like in Japan. I might add that Masumi is the Japanese Women's
Champion and she beat her team members some of the days.
Nineofthe top ten gliders were elliptical tip gliders like the XS, as were
nine out of ten in the Bogong Cup. I believe that this demonstrates the
superiority of this design in cross country contests.
Forbes showed that it is capable of staging a good world championship
and that all the ingredients necessary are present in that town. Also we
have the organisation to stage such an event.
The results of the Flatlands are satisfying for Moyes as we have worked
long and hard on the elliptical tip design since 1982, as we have been
convinced that the twist control is more defined and that that design
produces less drag in tip vortices.
Nineofthe top ten gliders in both Bogong Cup and Flatlands were either
Xtralites or derivatives. One Desire placed in the top ten in each contest.
The high standard of pilot performance in these two competitions
demonstrates that every pilot wishing to do well must choose proven
equipment.

BiliMoyes.
P~
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Aah, yes ... the '93 Active Air Sports shopping tour. I remember it as if
it were yesterday. The dreams and aspirations often spirited pilots scrimping and saving, denying all earthly pleasures in order to be in California
midway thru summer and the height, the apex, the pinnacle of, for some,
many years of sacrifice: the greatest collection of shops in the entire
Universe!
Let's forget the petty obstacles that were so ably conquered in our lust
for bigger and better bargains. Who amongst our group wouldn't laugh at
the pathetic attempts of the LA Ai rport staff to pretend (for over two hours,
mind) that there were absolutely no hang gliders upstairs in the out-ofbounds-to-aliens-like-you cargo area. "Absolutely. Trust me. I've checked," the official pleaded, giving us her best used car salesperson look.
"Nothing up there but ten cardboard cylinders, twelve feet long bearing
Australian markings and covered with FRAGILE signs ... "
A mere piffle, a mild diversion compared to trying to fit ten and later
eleven gliders on one vehicle without actually trampling the roof. Or how
about at Venice Beach where the only set of keys to the aforementioned
vehicle had disappeared and I spent one and a half hours berating Tony
and everybody else in earshot about the need for responsible, mature
leadership. All the while playing pocket billiards with what I, in my jet
lagged (some say usual) state, thought were the keys to my house.
One need not mention the disparity of eleven people. The impossibility
of having breakfast quickly or, "Don ' t get out, fellas, we' re just stopping
for gas ... no! hang on, fellas . Quick someone lock the door. Oh my God
one of them got away."
"Hey John ... John! See if they've got one in white,size large, yeah, yeah,
the one with Lone Pine on it. Pay ya back later. .. "
Oh, and of course our attempt at the World Record for Retrieve of Pilots.
We actually tried for several categories including:
Longest retrieve attwenty four hours between first pilot and last(including
gliders);
Shortest handle. A draw between the three inch jack handle and Tony
Armstrong (flying off the .. .);
Largest fi ne (we haven't been caught yet so technical Iy this doesn ' t count)
for denuding a National Park of several acres of environmentally sensitive
brush (and the occasional rattler) in order to lay down a path over the sand
on which yours truly had driven the truck (including bowed-in roof) and
couldn't back out of!
Most expensive knee. US$700 not including margaritas, when Damien
Virieux hitch-hiked into Bishop, became "happy" and disappeared offinto
the unknown with two locals. Damien also qualified for the biggest liar
award when he stated that he doesn ' t know what happened to his knee;
and finally

10 Vogelsang setting up at "Gunter" takeoff with Sierra Mt
range 40 Ian in the background

-------......
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The Bravest Man Award to Gary Omundsen for not only being the first
pilot retrieved, for not only coming with meas company instead of staying
at Independence but, after six hours of digging by hand in the "quicksand",
being prepared to drink ~ beer. Heroic indeed notwithstanding it was
a Samual Adams .
I guess I could (should) tell you about the smog of Crestview, the nine
thousand foot take off at Horseshoe Meadows, the broken uprights, keels,
egos and pride. Or what about the turbulence, "Postage Stamp" landing
zone, height gains to almost twenty thousand feet, distances over one
hundred miles, the P.B.s (even getting off at some of these places involved
P.B.s!).
But what the hell, it's much more fun to remember the other things that
happened. The problems, the mistakes, the waitresses (ahh, the waitresses;
what a story there ... ). The new friends made: Samual Adams, Sierra
Nevada, Negro Modello, Dos Equis, all fine and wonderful companions
and not quickly forgotten .
Russell Ferrier.

Looking back at Horseshoe takeoff after launch - p D Virieux

U.S.A.
Tour 1:
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Fly & Fun Tour July/August 1994

"Our fourth tour and the one designed to be the most fun you can have in 21 days."
~
~

~

Aimed at pilots after casual flying time combined with an itinerary of fun!
Lots of flying locations.
Active Air Sports provides the airfare, all transport, accommodation and driver.

Tour 2:
~

~
~

~

Hard Core XC Tour August 1994

Personalised instruction by World Class ranked U.S.A. pilot with knowledge of local
conditions.
Aimed at pilots wanting to fly many miles.
Limited numbers, so be fast on this one!
Active Air Sports provides airfare, glider transport, ground transport with driver, a variety
of accommodation and instruction.

For further information call Tony Armstrong

042 942999 BH, 042 942584 AH
March 1994
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II

An Adventure Of a Lifetime
A

s you may recall, our squadron of
./""\..aviation's finest had somehow survived
the ravages of nature to safely arrive at Byron
Bay. We were all enjoying the hospitality of
Lena and Joe Scott at a BBQ breakfast when I
started to ponder of our achievements to date.
We had just flown nearly 800 kilometres from
Sydney to Byron Bay in less than nine hours
flight time.
I had flown this route on numerous occasions
but from here on, it would be new territory. We
had all come a long way but it was still only a
fraction of the distance of our intended journey.
From here, we would start our assault on the
mammoth Queensland east coast, turning back
only when a 160" turn at the most northern point
would put us on the Queensland west coast.
To begin our assault we would have to fly
along the beach from Byron, across the border,
and up past the skyscrapers on the Gold Coast.
Then track inland to call on Jill and Phil
PritchardatJacobs Well for morning tea . All this
and on a nice day too! A lot of the pilots had
commented how they were really looking forward to this leg of the trip and I must admit I was
as well.
After liaising with Coolangatta Tower and
briefing the pilots, there was a mad panic of
aircrews to refuel and be ready to make the
deadline for a coastal transit. We would all need
to be at the edge of the erR within an hour or
wait until tomorrow to transit the zone.

II

People on the balconies waved as we went by,
some of them were higher (physically) than we
were. The long stretch of golden beach was
dotted with sunbathers all waving as we passed .
It was a great way of being welcomed into this
new state. We cruised up to South Stradbroke
Island before turning inland towards Jacobs
Well. Finding Phil 's place was easy enough and
the landing was effortless, with no thermals and
almost no wind.

"... the sun made a rainbow coloured
halo on the tops of the clouds below. "

Morning tea really hit the spot. Everyone was
raving about what a great fly they just had. At
the briefing we decided to keep flying while
condi tions were good. After refuel Ii ng and a few
good byes we were off.
We tracked along the coasts of South and
North Stradbroke Islands and then Moreton Island. About half way up Moreton, I noticed a
coupl e of whales basking in the sun. They were
only a few hundred metres off the beach and
totally oblivious to our presence, so we kept it
that way.
n preparation for the water crossing to Bribie
Island and then the mainland, we climbed to
3500 feet. With a strong westerly headwind
blowing it took a while to cross the Bay. If my
engi ne had failed, I would still have been able to
We bade farewell to the Scotts before taxiing
glide back to land at the airstrip on Moreton
to the end of the runway. As I moved out onto
Island, even as far as three quarters of the way
the threshold I could see thirty trikes lined up at
across the bay. However, I still kept a very close
the side of the strip. It was an awesome sight, we
eye on both my Exhaust Gas and Water
held there for a few seconds as Christina took a
Temperature Gauges.
couple of shots for posterity.
While crossing Moreton Bay, the afternoon
It was a magic morning for a scenic flight
sun's rays were peering through the darkened
along the roast. As we crossed the border the sun
clouds and shining brightly onto the water. Wi tho
disappeared behind the clouds and I remember
such a contrast it was a magical sight! In the
thinking that they should change their slogan:
distance through the haze you could see the
"Queensland, beautiful one day, overcast the
Glasshouse Mountains.
next". I didn't realise then that I would think of
We continued our northern track along the
a few more slogans by the end of this trip.
coasttowards Caloundra. Turning inland to skirt
It was such a buzz flying past the skyscrapers.
around
the
Maroochydore erR and
a few cane fires . Then we
followed the Bruce
Highway for a while,
before finally landing at
Noosa to an awaiting
crowd and a nice cold
drink
(generously
donated by a local dignitary). Bob Silver kindly organised some
transport to a local
seafood restaurant and a
place for us all to sleep.
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290 Bob joined our group
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from here and was to provide many hours of
entertainment. Thanks again Bob and Co.
The next morning we woke to moderate
southerly winds and some ominous looking
clouds. Our destination for today was Fraser
Island, less than an hour's flight away, leaving
the rest of the day available for recreation .
It took a lot of organising to have an eight year
old ban on ultralights landing on Fraser Island
lifted. They eventually agreed that changes in
aircraft design over the last eight years were for
the better. Permission was granted on the afternoon before our departure from Sydney. I
believe registered trikes are still welcomed but
please check with the National Parks people for
details first.
I had stra ined a back muscle the day before
and convinced Christina to fly this leg. The
flight to the island was a bit bumpy at first but
after climbing above the scattered cloud it soon
turned into one of those magic flights . The view
from five thousand feet was nothing short of
spectacular. Mark Walker who had followed us,
came along side and we flew together in formation for a while.
We both took snap shots of each other as a
cloud passed below. If we got into the right
position, the sun made a rainbow coloured halo
on the tops of the clouds below. Mark's passenger raved about this one flight for the duration of the tri p.
We descended together just before Eurong and
landed in a moderate cross wind at a strip
marked out on the beach especial Iy for the tri kes.
The rest of the day was spent sight seei ng and
fund raising on one of Australia's best attractions. It was great to have a break and reflect on
our achievements thus far.
Sid Melksham, the owner of the Eurong
Resort rea lly made us feel welcome . He
provided everyone with free accommodation,
cheap meals, almost free fuel (somebody stuffed
that one) and access to areas normally reserved
for VIP guests. He is one of those' Australian
characters' who was an early pioneer on the
island and has many a tale to tell.
That night while we were fast asleep, the sky
fell on Eurong. All that day and most of the next
it rained marsupial rats and dingoes (this is
Fraser Island). We would plan to depart early in
the morning only to be rained upon and forced
to sleep in, twice.
The weather faxes kept showing clear skies for
the whole of Australia, with the exception of one
tiny cloud. Unfortunately, that cloud was sitting
on top of us. It was clear there was a 'rain god'
amongst us. You know the type, you head off
for a weekend of flying, one fellow decides to
tag along at the last minute. He only goes flying
occasionally but every time he does, it rains all
weekend. We left our usual 'rain god' in Port
Macquarie (hi Chris). Obviously we had
another, he would have to be found and
sacrificed. Stay tuned for Part Four.

Luke and Christina Carmody,
Sky wise Powered Hang Gliding

•
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HiG~
PERfoRMANCE
GlidERS
At various times of the month, I eagerly await
the arrival of the latest magazine. As I devour
the articles, I am bombarded with claims of
superior performance by various parties .
"Brand X wins glide-ratio competition",
"Brand Y wins first two competitions of the
season", "Brand Z does most ever consecutive
loops"! No sooner than we buy a new "top gun"
wing, than we read of something better on the
market. Will my glider go as well as these new
models or should I trade up to a new one?
Carbon Fibre, internal deflexors, inlet scoops,
reflex at the wingtips. The spaceships of
yesteryear, when more battens were better, have
been replaced by smaller, lighter, fast to set up
miracle machines. Suppose we were to believe
all of the claims and combine them into one,
ultimate hang glider. Surely anyone flying it
would be at goal first everyday, looping as they
crossed the line, having out-glided everyone
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from the last thermal. They would still be smiling because their kite is the sweetest to thermal
and they have plenty of energy left for the next
day's competition.
"Wait a minute", I hope some pilots are say.
There's more to flying well than being on the
best glider. Imagine that of two similarly skilled
pilots we gave one a frontal lobotomy. Then we
hooked him into the ultimate hang glider, whilst
his thinking friend was given a lesser performi ng
training glider. Even if, with all its superior
qualities, the ultimate glider managed to become
airborne, the unthinking pilot would fly straight
through all sorts of lift and unbeknown opportunities to utilise his advantage. Meanwhile, the
training glider would launch, head straight to the
nearest trigger point and would most likely embark on a long cross-country flight. Fortunately
the lobotomised pilot, unlike some with all
faculties available, would not stamp his feet at
the base of the hill and blame his equipment or
bad luck; he wouldn't care!
My point is that the brain is by far mightier
than the wing. Sure, if two pilots are in the same
air and making the same decisions, a slight
performance advantage could make a difference . I propose however that one good
decision, one opportunity seized from the
thousands of options we are presented both
before and during a long cross-country flight,
will make up for any advantage another high
performance glider may have in some aspect.
The differences between top of the range hang
gliders over the last few years are that close.
After all, even the best pilots make mistakes.
The pilot who wins a competition is usually the
one who made the least mistakes, who utilised
the most invisible opportunities and went on to
make the glider look good.
Now the manufacturers will continue to make
their performance claims and boast of competition successes. All this is very interesting reading. I believe there is little difference though in
performance between the various models
produced by reputable companies these last few
years. The pilots who have good results would
probably have done the same no matter which
one of these gliders they flew.

I was fortunate enough to be present at a
competition which held an information seminar.
Four top pilots gave advice in answer to any
questions we had . Tomas Suchanek recommended reading as much as possible about
flying and meteorology to improve your skills.
I' m sure his glider puts him at no disadvantage
to his opposition, but it is his mind that makes
him twice world champion.
In buying a new glider, I think it is best to test
all of the available range if possible. At least
discuss a glider's attributes with someone unbiased who has flown it. If you can afford it, buy
a new one that you like the feel of or you think
goes better in desirable aspects. For the tighter
budgets, there are plenty of second-hand high
performance gliders on the market that, given a
couple of wise decisions by you, wi 11 better the
old owner flying his brand new spaceship.
If you really want high performance, a new
glider will certainly help. The model won't really make a great deal of difference, even if it's a
year or two old. Most importantly, get a glider
you feel comfortable with, then practice as often
as possible on it. Read as much information as
you can about flying and weather, because
broadening your knowledge will present many
new options to you that you never realised existed while flying. Fly at competitions, even if
you don ' t enter, because you will learn a lot by
watching the good and bad decisions other pilots
make.
So the next ti me someone harps on about how
their glider is superior to the rest, be comforted
to know that it probably isn't much better. If you
haven't been lobotomised recently, go and read
a relevant book, practise some more and you
have almost certainly made up for any disadvantage you had. •
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HANG GLIDER EMERGENCY PARACHUTES
OLD GENERATION VERSES STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY
by High Enerpy sport.
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Airwave Magic IV
The preliminary results of the investigation into
the fatal aa::ident on 16 January 1994 indicate
thatthe in-flight failure of the Magic IV 166 may
have been precipitated by failure of the keel at
the rear rigging attachment bolt.
The mode of failure at this point was unusual,
and is being urgently researched by the BHPA
in conjunction with Airwave Gliders and,
through the AAlB, metallurgists at the Defence
Research Agency. However, at the moment
there is nothing to suggest that there was anything non-standard about this glider or its history, which means that the problem could extend
to all gliders of that design (i.e. all sizes and
variants of the Magic IV) .
For this reason the DHPA FSC recommend
that these gliders are not flown until thJs Is
resolved.
We would ask the owners of such machi nes to
inspect the area around the rear rigging attachment bolt very thoroughly for cracks, using a
magnifying glass, and to report their findings to
the BHPA (in writing). However there is no
certainty at this stage that failure would be
preceded by visible cracking, please do NOT
assume that the absence of cracks means that any
particular glider is safe to fly. An update to this
Safety Notice will be issued as soon as possible
through the Qub Bulletin and Skywings.
Angus Pinkerton, Chairman, FSC
NB: British Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association Ltd (BHPA), The Old School Room,
Loughborough Rd, Leicester, England LE45PJ .
SAFETY NOTICE
Emergency Parachutes
From preliminary investigations into the fatal
accident on 16th January 1994, it seems likely
that an attempted parachute deployment failed
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due to the deployment handle becoming
detached from the deployment cover. All pilots
should check and satisfy themselves as to the
security of the attachment of this handle to the
deployment bag.
Angus Pinkerton, Chairman, FSC
The above Safety Notices are a result of the
death of Ian Fairbrother, a member of the Dales
club in a hang gliding accident on 16th January
1994 at Wether Fell, Yorkshire, UK following
apparent structural fail ure of his Airwave Magic
IV.

Flying in USA
Attention anyone interested in an extended
flying trip of the west coast of USA, including
Owens Valley, Colorado and Oregon etc. Trip
length approximately two to three months,
sometime between June and September.
Phone or write to David McCoy (#33893), 24
Blackwood Ave, Mentone Vic 3194, 03
3833280.

Special Promotion for Icom Radios

Ultralight Flying Machines of Melbourne has
announced a special promotion for its ICOM
400 UHF radios.
For a limited time UFM will be including a
free ICO M speaker mi ke or a free Hall Airspeed
Indicator including a
Area ofAirwave Magic IV keel requiring inspection
protective bag and
bracket with every
ICOM 400 sold. As the
K~~I Pocket
400 has become one of
the most popular UHF
hand held radios used
by para glider and hang
glider pilots, UFM's
offer is likely to receive
a good response.
Contact UFM at 03
Area requiring inspectIon
4312131 for more information.
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High Energy Quantum Reserve
Parachute
According to the manufacturer, High Energy
Sports' new Quantum Series parachutes are the
most sophisticated, highly engineered and highly tested parachutes ever produced for hang
gliding.
"The step from prototypes to production is not
always a smooth one, " states company owner
Betty Pfeiffer. "In order to make sure we obtain
maximum performance in our production
parachutes we will be drop-testing chutes from
our first runs. "
The accompanying graph illustrates the performance of the QS330. To use the graph:
1) Locate you total launch weight on the
horizontal line. Include the weight of your
glider, harness, instruments, body and anything
else you fly with.
2) Locate your current parachute size.
3) Compare your current rate of descent with the
Quantum Series parachutes.
"We are very excited about the Quantum
Series parachutes and the extra margin of safety
they bring to our sport," comments Pfeiffer.
Australian agent: Aerial Technics 042
942545, see ad page 9.

Paragliding in Europe
Tony Armstrong from Active Air Sports has
announced a 23 day European Paragliding tour
scheduled for July-August 1994. For more information contact Tony on 042 942999 BH, or
042 942584 AH .

FAI World Record
FAI has homologated a new class 0-3
(Paraglider) World Record. It is a joint record
for straight distance to a goal achieved by two
Japanese pilots, Masahiro Minegishi flying a UP
International Katana 51, and Etsushi Matsuo
flying a UP International Katana FR-49. The
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distance was 182.5 Ian flown on 28 December
1992 from Kuruman Airfield in South Africa.
The previous World Record was 146.20 kID
flown by Chris Muller of Canada.

New Venue for Flying Operations
Trike & UltraUght Pilots & Owners in and
arolind Sunshine CoastSE Qld. Are you looking
for a new venue to hangar and base your flying
operations? Gymple Airport is 1.5 hrs north of
Brisbane; crAP 126.7. Main strip 14-32, 1402
m bitumen with wide-grassed margins. Gliding
operations west side, ultra/trike east side. Cross
strip 03-21, 596 m grassed. Centre of Sunshine
& Cooloola Coasts, Wide Bay ultralight/trike
operations. Hangarage, fuel & flying buddies all
available on site. Contact Kenny 074 827484

Landowners Lucky Draw Prize
The North East Victorian Hang Gliding Oub,
in conjunction with the 1994 Australian Hang
Gliding Open, the Bogong Cup Hang Gliding
Competition, Airborne Gliders and A & G Rural
Supplies, this year sponsored a Landowners
Lucky Draw Prize as a way of acknowledging
the support and tolerance which our sport of
hang gliding receives from farmers and landowners in North East Victoria .
The prize is a seven hundred and fifty ($750)
dollar credit account wi th A & G Rural Supplies
in Tawonga.
The format of this Lucky Draw was that the
pilots in both competitions, when landing on
private land, enter the name of the landowner on
their landing form. One form was drawn out at
the end of the '94 Australian Open. To encourage the pilots to participate, one of
Australia's major hang gliding manufacturers,
Airborne, donated a set of flying instruments as
prize for the pilot putting in the winning form .
We are please to advise that Keith and Mavis
Riordan of Coral Bank are the winners of the
Landowner Prize and that Steve Townsend of 1a
A1sace St, East Brunswick put in the winning
form thus taking out the flying instruments
prize.
lohnAdams, President, NEVHGC •

Quantum Q2
The Quantum Is the latest In flexwlng (trike) technology. It combines
the Q2 wing with the new Quantum trike which has been brilliantly
engineered with function, strength and style being the top priorities.

Features include:

*
*

Quasar type ergonomics with even further improvements for total pilot comfort.
Ultra strong Rectangular tube construction on trike base with wide track and
long wheelbase, combine to give a huge improvement over old type trike bases.

* Mono pole folds above engine, so:
1)
2)

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

No more fuel spills as engine does not move while rigging.
Seat is fully moulded for comfort and can stay in position at all times
(a great plus).
Adjustable foot controls for pilot (great news for the short and tall alike).
Gas strut assisted wing/trike erection for easy solo rigging.
Full moulded seat as in Quasar with full back support for complete comfort solo
or dual.
Compression strut suspension with no rear axle wires, a must for rough
paddocks and long grass.
Trailing link front forks, running in ball bearings, combined with wheel suspension, combine for effortless ground handling and landings.
Large wheels with rugged tyres for tough Australian conditions.
Engines 503 Duallgn, 462 LC and 582 Low Noise.
Spat fins for high speed stability and sure tracking.
Low noise model is so quiet and smooth, you will be checking the tacho to make
sure the engine is still running!
In flight trim 45-70 mph hands off, with a top speed of almost 90 mph combined
with the handling and stability of the Q2 wing make the Quantum Q2 a great
combination.

The Quantum leads the
way on trike
performance, economy
and affordability.
PUT IT ON YOUR MUST
FLY LIST!

Sky Cycles
Pty Ltd
14 Northern Ave, Moorabbin Airport, Mentone VIC 3194

Phone (03) 5875975, Fax (03) 5875976
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5tger, Spain
Site of the 1995 Wor(cf
Championships

"If they would only go where you want them to go!

f2l"ifll~t

,

fli~~~t ~' if
ELM LODGE
MOTEL

On a topographical map of Europe, the last outpost of the Pyrenees as
you head south into Spain, is the Sierra de Montsec ("high range of dry
mountains"), with the village of Ager at its base. The range looks a bit like
Buffalo shorn of its trees, and parked in the middle of limestone semidesert, with rivers cutting through the lot. It grows the cutest, cuddliest
cu-nims around and it's the site for the next Worlds in 1995.
Ager itself is a feudal village on a hill 3,000' below launch. Since the
range is often flyable when the rest of Europe is shut down, the seats along
the main drag are apt to have on them tres chic French and German pilots
alternating with peasants and locals. The peasants try to grow fruit trees
and wheat in what looks like the Great Story Desert on holidays. The pilots
try to get down fast when the boisterous cus get too serious. Both lots get
along happily by assuming the others are mad.
The point where they meet is a canny Irishman named Declan Doyle,
who stopped by there one day in the mid 1980s to defrost his limbs and
get some air. The Spanish approach to life is not too different from the
Irish, but with blue skies substituted for the damp green Boggy Isle, so he
stayed. Here he runs a bar called the Speed Bar at night, and a Land Rover
with a Spanish personality up the hill by day. In the Speed Bar he sells
beer and the vicious local wine, shows hang gliding videos and tells flying
stories.
Such as the entire British team launching one rare stable day to find no
lift but then spot a column of circling buzzards and flew to join them. Ten
minutes later, kites and buzzards were all in the same paddock, with the
dead donkey.
The track up the hill is no problem for any two wheel drive although it
is unsealed. There are rivers to swim in, and bars and camp grounds front
the main landing area. There's a hang gliding and paragliding school in
town, and Declan has a shop selling glider parts, Camelbaks etc. as well
as organising accommodation in the old quarter of town (which bit is
that?).
The Pre Worlds are on during late June to early July 1994 and Declan
can be contacted on (Spain) 347345517.
Al Giles

HANG &
PARA P I LOTS

FOR

$
FROM

17

PER PERSON
Group Bookings Discount Available

17 Units including 5,2 bedroom units available all with private
facilities, including linen. BYO towel. 1 acre cottage gardens, 2
minutes walk to town centre. Dining room, old style country
cooking. BYO, or B&B $20
Swimming pool, gas covered-in B.B.Q. & laundry facilities

Your hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett
Wood Street, Bright 3741 Ph: (057) 551144 Fax: (057) 552208
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Don t

fly

blindl

Read c louds and protect your eyes with these fl ight g lasses
that enhance cloud and shadow definition and reduce glare
• UV p rotection
• Blue light filter

I Z<V'
.OPTICS.

·

Shatterproof

.Australian std AS 1067-1990

Contact; Future Wings Flight Gear, PO Box 22 , Bulli , NSW 2516. Ph /fax 042 674570
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tate Titles

The NSW State Titles have been run and won at Manilla from Saturday
23 to Sunday 31 of October. Ross Duncan was the organiser, but I doubt
he was responsible for the weather. Friday night at the Royal Hotel we
heard the "You should have been here yesterday" stories. You know the
ones; 8000' c10udbaseand 100 km distances. Saturday saw 63 competi tors
registered and a number of us went to Borah for some free flying. It wasn't
the best day; Shane Duncan launched into a rain shower. Saturday night
it rained heavily.
Sunday was to be the first comp day. The
Borah track was too wet and the wind was north
so Ross canned the day. A group of us went
towing at the airstrip. We set up two static lines .
John Trude was driving one tow vehicle for the
Northern Beaches group and the Newcastle and
Central coast boys were teaching Maree to tow
drive. An impromptu comp started when one of
John Trude's group got out of the paddock.
Maree won it for Newcastle when she towed
Andrew Holmes into a thermal at 300' and he
flew halfway to Manilla.
Monday the weather didn't cooperate so Ross
canned the day again.
Tuesday it was strong from the west and ridge
soarable like Stanwell. Richard Riley set up and
walked his glider to the launch. Doubts about the
safety of the launch were being expressed.
Richard's takeoff looked OK so most set up to
fly. The task was called for Bundarra, directly
downwind. Wind dummies Kel Minter, Matt
Hallinan and Paul Kennedy all launched. Many
pilots stayed on the ridge for ages, occasionally a large gaggle formed and
some brave souls turned and ran downwind . The field was strung out
between goal and the Barraba-Manilla road. Ri ck Duncan won the 1000
points from Drew Cooper with 7 others at the goal paddock. Richard Riley
almost made goal, his best flight to date. Many pilots landed around the
Crow Mountain area. The farmers out in thisarea are very friendly. I picked
up Matt Hallinan on the way into Manilla that afternoon. He'd flown for
over 5 hours.
Wednesday the sun shone brightly and the wi nd was light. Ross tried to
make hydrogen balloons with the Miles Craven process (patent applied
for) . 111is was an entertaining failure for the masses and we had to guess
the wind direction by other means (suck yer tinger and hold it up?). The
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task was set to the road junction 5 kms south of Barraba, and back to the
racecourse at Manilla . Goal was later shifted to a paddock several
kilometres closer to Barraba, the old racecourse being unsuitable for some
reason. Rick Duncan won the 1000 points again from Drew Cooper. Drew
complai ned about the goal paddock being moved. He spent too much time
conserving height and Rick beat him in. Life's tough, and Drew took it on
the chin. Four others made goal with Dave Croal and Andrew Holmes only
100 m short. Almost everyone made it to at least the turnpoint. Phil
Southgate showed up on launch late. He took off in the last thermal of the
day and made the turnpoint. Pete O'Loughlin was with him and flew 25
kms, his best to date. That night the Lions club held a spit roast party in
the Royal Hotel.
Thursday the wind was north again. Dave McLoskey arranged for us to
go to The Armchair. The set up area was a bi t tight but everyone cooperated
and we got through the launch order. Most had
good launches. Some weren't so good. It was
fbSlTlYE.
the first time I've flown there when there was
CAT SCAN
.
a
strong breeze. 111ere was some 11ft about, but
\
~ most of the field landed on the plateau over the
_~""-_o,,,--",o.~ back from the TO. Rick Duncan made it about
15 kms towards goal at Manilla. Even though
it was a disappointing round it was hoped it
would be valid . Unbelievably, lain Cummings
put in his pin at about 30 kms. This made the
round invalid. I flew for about an hour in the
later afternoon. It was fairly rough and I was
airsick. I thought it was a good day although
not everyone agreed.
Friday was a repeat of Tuesday with strong
westerlies . We were now desperate to get in 2
good days. The task committee set a downwind
task to Toryburn, about 60 kms. Mort won the
points, landing a little short of goal and I think
~'~~ Rick Dunc.:1n was 2nd. Paul Kennedy flew to
"""
the caravan park in Manilla and landed on the
big cricket field. Light poles have been installed around this field but there are no power
lines between them. Half an hour later Peter Muffet arrived at the same
field. Unfortunately he landed badly in the rough air and broke his arm.
Paul Kennedy packed up Peter's glider and found it almost undamaged
with only a slight bend in one A-frame strut.
Saturday and the pressure was on to make this a full 1000 point round.
From the west TO on Borah it didn't look so good. NZ pilot Conrad took
off early and went up. Kel Minter and Paul Kennedy didn't launch for a
while later and went to the bomb out. Richard Riley and I took off and
went up slowly. Competitors started joining us with everyone circling low
in light lift. This thermal stopped at about 3300' and we went to the
bombout. There is a good crop of thistles in the paddock this year as Phil
Southgate discovered when he belly landi ng and got one up his nose. Cmac
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took off and scratched around for ages, never getting much above the hill .
It was typical effort from Cmac; no one else could stay up in theconditions.
It didn't look good for a task. Greg Newnham landed tailwind in the
paddock to entertain us as we packed our gliders. There was a windsock
clearly visible but fortunately no damage to Greg or the XS. Those in the
bombout drove back to the top.
It was clear thatthe original task wasn ' t possi ble so the goal was changed
to Keepit Dam. Those who launched later in the day were getting up in
patchy lift. On launch we heard over channel 12 that Queenslander Dave
Redman had hit power lines in a paddock near the Boggabri road. The
wind changed to the south making the task impossible for most of the field
so the day was canned. AI Gi les landed out towards Keepit. Anna radioed,
"Exactly where are you AI?" "I'm exactly at ground level." I think he may
have gotten home late that evening.
The presentation dinner was held on Saturday night at the bowling club.
We were to fly on Sunday, trying to improve on the low points, but the
day dawned to grey skies and rain so the presentation of prizes was made
Sunday morning on the steps of the Royal Hotel.
Rick Duncan won the Open from Drew Cooper with Mark Newland 3rd.
Dave Croal was 1st in B grade with Andrew Holmes 2nd and Mick Bristow
3rd. Womens placings were Toni Noud 1st and Neva Bull 2nd with Helen
Ross 3rd. Neva showed that her 2nd at Canungra was no fluke. The club
trophy went to Byron Bay. Dave and Mick were particularly impressed
with the B grade prizes.
Thanks to Ross Duncan and Darren Grove's assistance on launch, no
TO accidents occurred, despite the strong conditions on 3 of the days.
Jeanie and Andrew Pepper helped out with local knowledge. They took
on the thankless job of goal marshall, which must have been lonel y atti mes
since no one made goal most days. Annette Duncan manned (personned)
the phones and otherwise organised the show. Cmac did the scari ng duties.
And through it all, although the weather was agin us, the competitors
stayed cheerful and cooperative. I hope we'll be back again next year, but
maybe a little later in the year when conditions should be better . •
The closest Hang Gliding School to the
Victorian metropolitan areas.

We offer a full range of services including;
.:.

Novice Certificate Courses

.:.

Introductory Courses

.:.

Tandem Instructional Flights

.:.

Towing Endorsements

.:.

Introduction to XC Flying & Tours

.:.

Equipment Hire

We sell new and used gliders, spare parts and
accessories for;

.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

Airborne
Enterprise Wings
Moyes
Air Support
Aussie Born
Brauniger
Icom
Flytec

We accept Novice and Intermediate gliders as
trade-ins.

Contact - Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp
Dynamic Flight Hang Gliding School. RMB 236B , Trawal/a 33 73
Phone : (053) 49 2845
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Not the
Victorian
Open

"As a genuine novice,
this writer has never
seen people flying thermals into outer space!"

Remember Bill? He 's the bloke who put one foot in the swimming pool
to claim first blood in the "not the spot landing competitioo" . You may
also remember the guy who performed 3 vicious pirouettes above "Emily"
on Saturday afternoon whilst later claiming that he was merely adjusting
his harness straps! That was Bill's excitement for the weekend of "Not the
Victorian Open". Mine actually began when I stepped into Bill's orange
' The Rollercoaster' FlOO at Bega and proceeded to travel the 500 odd
kilometres in world record time.
Now if you've never been to Bright, try finding the 'camp komandante'
Ken 'Meinkamphill ' by a tiny camp fire surrounded by other refugees from
Melbourne in a 5 acre forest with a smattering of dunny-Iike outbuildings
left over from the last war, cunningly called the 'Outdoor Inn'!
Our instructions to find this time-warp were to take 2 lefts from the
Alpine pub, go through the esses and if you come to the broken bridge,
you've gone too far! Well find them we did. We were then made immediately welcome round the flickering flames, for being flying fools, we were
able to interpretthe 'para -talk' and 'para jargon' which seems to transcend
all geographic and social barriers.

Bright Hikers Hostel

""",
In the heart of Australia's finest
alpine flying country
Come and stay at a hostel
operated by a pilot for pilots.
With your bed & breaky comes local site knowledge,
AVFAX weather information, XC planning
advice & a radio base.
Sky out during the day, then come & relax and exchange
your flying yarns with pilots from all over the globe.
The hostel is in the centre of town, opposite the PO,
within staggering distance from the pubs.
A night will cost you from $14 per person (share).
Our Frequent Flyer Plan can reduce the cost even further!

Contact Geoff or Maz White
PO Box 67, Top Floor, 4 Ireland St
Bright Vic 3741
Tel: 057501244, Fax: 057501246
Mob: 018052793, UHF repeater #8
SKYSAILOR

evaculate his reserve, went over the
back and ended up clinging to the thigh
of a soft forgiving pine.
Who was that Irishman? His two successive flights on Sunday afternoon
were like some bad Irish joke. Establishing nicely, he appeared to gather
sufficient ground speed, leapt into the
air only to drop like a bag of manure
into the gum saplings and cross
hatched logs in front of take off. Merely
half an hour later, Irish was observed
by a gasping audience in the landing
paddock to be heading for the blackberry infested creek in front of the paddock. Fortunately bomb out took place
"Bega" Bill Roberts launching at Mystic - p E Starkis
Gradually throughout the first two
in the small pines on the hill side. For
days, an assortment of odd flying garb
this feat of valour, enter<linment and persistence, I believe our pilot was
was to be extracted from wardrobe and donned in the air. Bill Roberts
awarded many rotor points .
again impressed the judges with his accurate depiction of Betelgeuse, and
Day 2 competition was a time trial involving the requirement to land in
no, that other outfit of daggey blue bib and brace and dirty old jumper is
the 'hangie' paddock as near to 10 minutes duration as possible. The
the outfit he works in, sleeps in, and normally flies in! Can you believe it,
winners again came from north of the border, with that other man, Neil
some of our Melbourne friends actually thought he was dressing up!
Bolton outrightwinnerwith plus 20 seconds on the clock. From Jindabyne
There was a moment on top of Mystic when the male crowd went all a
NSW Heinz Gloor-trained Barry Wrenford came in on handicap with -49
titter, as Chris Hogg prepared to launch her Apollo clad in what could best
seconds. Barry, a former glider pilot, only graduated to novice para ranks
be described as a female Babylonian genie, Madonna type thing. As Chris
in May 1993. Sadly Barry had to leave for home while still the overall
lunged forward, flaps extended, it was clearly the most exciting takeoff of
leader of the event and would miss Monday's water bomb drop to target
the day.
competition. Barry representing the over 50s age group clearly showed
Ho hum,surprise surprise, 3 gentlemen appeared clad in cliched tuxedos.
that age is no barrier in this sport of ours.
Would you believe one each from Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra? That
Water filled balloons crashed all over the mountain side, but none were
man Hamish Barker, that other man Neil Bolton, and that other man's man,
to hit the elusive blue tarp, even with the added incentive of the infamous
Godfrey Wennes. Must living in the city stifle imagination? Apparently
Paul Harrison planted in the centre of target. Chris Guthrie in his Apache
not in the air. As a genuine novice, this writer has never seen people flying
2 was judged 'nearest the pin', and the winner on handicap with a pink
thermals into outer space! Hamish Barker in his Firebird Navajo and
balloon.
Andrew Kemp in his Challenger C flew the 17 kIDs to Harrietville a couple

Saturday morning, the competition
proper began, wi th takeoff from Mystic
and a spot landing task in the paddock
adjacent to the Outdoor Inn. Quality of
assembled flyers was obviously high as
all competitors clearly made the landing paddock (the size of21arge fields).
One young lady who shall remain
nameless (Rachel Bain) deliberately
aimed for the wooden spoon by landing
just inside the fence on the approach
side and well away form the toddlers'
pool of water. Rumour has it that her
fear of drowning had not been overcome by her lack of fear for flying.

of valleys away. Someone called Fred in a Nova Sphinx actually flew to
Mt Beauty and back and I'm told Rob Schroetner flew part way to Mt
Beauty. As a humble country boy, I was staggered that these novice and
intermediate pilots were able to fly such fea ts! If this is the standard of Not
the Victorian Open, what will they do in the Victorian Open; fly to
Melbourne? Wow!
Rumour has it that Garry Stevenson tandemed someone called 'Manie'
home to Freeburg (8 km) in return for a free lunch. Mannie ... happy .. .
returns! (Sorry about that, unpaid freelance writers can write anything they
like.)
Tree landings; are they inevitable? Sadly it seems so. Dave Collins from
Canberra 'lost his virginity' with 'Emily' (by the way, Emily is the resident
thermal). Dave was happily cruising back over the pine trees approaching
Emily from the rear when suddenly he lost penetration. Dave 'this has
never happened to me before' Collins then found he was unable to

Yes folks it was as silly as it sounds and the silliness continued on into
the night round the camp fire and then into the wee hours as embarrassing
word games were played, spade dances performed, prizes awarded and a
restrained and civilised amount of elderberry wine consumed.
A word or two for those ~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiJ
who didn't go . You're I:
crazy! We'll see you all
next time when Ken and
Paul will undoubtedly get
the Not the Victorian
Open 2 off the ground in
magnificent style once
more.

Elgar Starkis •
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Reprinted from Hang Gliding,
September 1993.

Crosswi nd Land ings
An Addendum
by Roger Ritenour

T

he March 1993 issue of Hang
Gliding presented a very informative
article written by Dennis Pagen ,
entitled "Performing Crosswind Landings."
This article described a procedure for crosswind landings along with a very clear and
rational explanation of the flight dynamics
involved. Based on experience and similar
methods of reasoning, I suggest one important addition to the crosswind procedure:
initiating a shallow turn into the crosswind
shortly before the flare.
The timing for this turn into the crosswind is when the glider enters the ground
skim phase where it is no longer descending,
but is just bleeding off airspeed for the final
flare. In Dennis Pagen's article this corresponds to the phase where the glider is flying at just five feet above the ground and has
acquired its "relative motion proper for the
wind. " It is not only from experience that I
find this maneuver works quite well ; the
rationale for the flight dynamics behind this
follows.
AI; the glider is kept wings level during
the ground skim and flare, it will fly relative
to the air that it is in, that is, straight ahead,
neither slipping nor yawing. At this stage,
the glider is no longer descending through
the wind gradient so the air is no longer
undergoing changes of velocity relative to
the glider due to the gradient. This is shown
in the first position (bottom glider) in
Figure 1. The glider is following its intended
ground track set up by the pilot during his
approach . Its ground speed and ground
track are, of course, the result of a combination of its airspeed with its crab angle and
the crosswind. Now, as the glider slows
down with wings level the airspeed diminishes but it remains pointed in the same
direction. This is shown in the second posi-
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tion in Figure 1. The combination of this
new airspeed and the wind speed
(unchanged from the first position) results
in a ground track that has turned left and
downwind from the original intended track.
In this scenario, the glider still has performed as it always does; it has still flown a
straight line relative to the air while only
slowing down. Therefore, a simple wings
level bleed-off of airspeed and flare in crosswind conditions will produce a ground track
that is curving off downwind.
This is where the shallow turn comes in.
The dynamics of this maneuver are illustrated in Figure 2. The first position of the glider is the same as for Figure 1. However, as
the glider slows and follows a shallow turn,

G...,'....,

~

....

~
Fig 2

it gradually reorients to the second (top)
position in Figure 2. Here, the combination
of the slower, more into-the-wind, airspeed
and the wind speed produce a ground track
that is still following the same intended path
for the landing. In addition, the very short
arrow for the ground speed in contrast to
that in the second position for Figure 1
shows that the ground speed is significantly
reduced as well , markedly increasing the
prospects of a nice one-step landing!
There is a second, though certainly not
lesser, reason for this shallow turn into the
crosswind - safety. Landings under these
conditions, especially in narrow landing
fields surrounded by trees, make it likely
that you'll encounter roll-inducing turbu-
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"Based on experience
and similar methods of
reason ing I suggest one
important addition to the
crosswind procedure:
initiating a shallow turn
into the crosswind shortly
before the flare.
/I

lence. Such turbulence may induce the glider to roll either way, requiring the pilot to be
on his toes to keep control of his glider.
However, in bad conditions or with just
plain bad luck, turbulence-induced roll may
overpower the pilot. The result is a ground
loop. This risk is much greater with stiffhandling gliders. In crosswind conditions, a
ground loop into the crosswind is likely to
have little consequence beyond embarrassing the pilot. However, a ground loop
downwind is a much more serious affair. It
will likely break one or both downtubes and
may seriously injure the pilot as well. With
the shallow turn into the crosswind, the
danger of a downwind ground loop is significantly diminished. In exchange, however,
there is an increased possibility of the far less
serious upwind ground loop. This tradeoff.
though, favors pilot safety.
Joe Greblo's and Dennis Pagen's advice
regarding practice and perfection still counts
a bunch. You must go out and experience
crosswind landings first hand . Start with
smooth conditions and weak crosswinds and
progress to more challenging conditions. In
the final ground skim, the trick is to judge
the correct degree of turn to achieve the
desired straight ground track. It stands to
reason that stiffer crosswinds will require a
little more turn than gentle crosswinds.
Situational awareness of your path over the
ground, or which landmark up ahead you
are approaching, is indispensable. You can
achieve a good landing by simply making
the fine turn adjustments necessary to keep
your ground path straight and on track.
Good places to perfect this technique are
coastal ridge sites where landings can be
made down on the beach below the ridge.
Here one can expect crosswinds with
smooth laminar flow to provide safe and
forgi~ing conditions to perfect your
technIque.

m

Enterprise
Wings
Industry
News
Mark Newland once again became
Australian National champion in a
season which was notable for the
strength of the European challenge.
Mark's very fine result in North East
Victoria followed Mike Zupanc being
the first Australian at the Bogong Cup.
Mike was also second at the Canungra
Classic and Mark fifth at the Flatlands
in what was a very good season for
them . Final National ladder placings
saw Mark in second and Mike in sixth
place.

The winter in the Northern hemisphere saw us restructuring our German and Austrian operations with the
Finsterwalder company in Munich
taking up the role for both countries. It
is a great opportunity to consolidate our
presence in Europe as Finsterwalder is
the largest parts manufacturer and supplier to the industry and very well
known. In Japan UP have agreed to
distribute our range in conjunction with
our existing distributor. The demise of
the glider manufacturing part of their
operation saw them needing another
product to distribute. This will substantially increase our sales in what is already a significant export marketfor us.
The Enterprise Wings Team
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ICOM 406 + UHF RADIO
AW!itralia's most popular handheld UHF
radio. The IC 40G PLUS comes with either a powerful 5 watt Ni-Cad battery
or a long life 3 watt Ni-Cad battery as
standard equipment. Great range of accessories available. Guarantee 12 mths.

I40G Plus
H551 Heac:leet
Protective Case

Enterprise Wings gliders dominated
the New Zealand Nationals as well with
Geoff Dossetor winning and John
Smith taking out the B Grade. Just prior
to the champs, Paul Chis nail broke
Jess Flynn's long standing cross
country record with a flight of 135 kms
from Coronet Peak to Twizel in the
spectacular Southern Alps.
The Desire 141 was released late
last year with great success and has
now passed the DHV Gutesiegel testing procedures. Mitch Macaleer has
been organising HGMA approval in LA
and anticipates completion by the end
of February.

,
ICOM

• -----

$570
$ 95
$ 26

YES, YES, YES,
FREE HALL A51 + BRACKET, or
FREE ICOM SPEAKER MIKE !!
with every 40G for a limited time.
(You r battery choice ... BF'7, 5w 450
mAh. or CM96. 3~ 1200 mAh)
NEXT DAY DELIVERY ONLY $16

ICOM A-20 AIR6AND

I

At last a reliable handheld VH F radio
Programmable scan, backlit panel & VOR
navigation function . Get one and fly legal II Headsets, Aircraft helmets & a
wide range of accessories available.
FREE case, FREE AC & DC chargers ....

I

WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE.
A-20MK11
$ CALL!
NEXT DAY' DELIVERY $18

HALL AIRSPEED
The origina l & the best pocket size sliding disk airspeed indicator I
AIRSPEED
$:3:3 post $ 4.00
BRACKETS
$ 9 para glider,
$ 14 hang glider.
Order by phonelfax or mail I
Bankcard, Mastercard,visa card all OK.
Prices tax exempt for aircraft use.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 431-2131, (03) 744-1305
FAX (03) 431-1869

.. _---- ----_ ..
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Reprinted from Hang Gliding,
February 1994.

Flying Technique

Understand ing
andAvoiding
Wing Tip Vortices
by Mark Stucky
Figure 1. Wing tip three-dimensional view.

oaring hang gliders routinely fly in
close proximity to other gliders, conditions under which encountering turbulence caused by wing tip vortices is a real
possibility. Although such flying is normally
uneventful, an occasional incident or accident does occur.
Most fledging hang glider pilots learn
only a few rudimentary facts about wing tip
vortices. These vortices are caused when the
higher pressure air on the bottom of the
glider tries to move toward the lower pressure air above the wing. Like running water,
these molecules of air follow the path requiring the least energy. The easiest way for
these molecules to get to the top of the wing
is to curl up and around the wing tip (Fig.
1). This sets up a localized flow pattern
moving from the keel toward the wing tips
on the bottom surface and from the wing
tips toward the keel on the top.
This component of the airflow is spanwise across the airfoil, detracts from lifting
efficiency, and is called induced drag. Thus,
wing tip vortices are the cause of induced
drag - the drag that results from the generation of lift. Minimizing this drag is of obvious importance to aircraft designers. The
two main methods of reducing tip losses are
through the use of tip devices and higher
aspect ratios. Tip devices such as winglets
and end plates serve to reduce the vortices
by impeding the circular tip flow. A higher

S
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aspect ratio reduces tip losses by decreasing
the percentage of airflow at the tip. (An infinitely long wing would have no induced
drag.) A typical paraglider has significantly
stronger vortices than an average flex wing
since its aspect ratio is a small fraction of the
flex wing's.
Other factors affecting the strength of
wing tip vortices are angle of attack, weight,
and G loading. As the angle of attack
increases, the wing "works harder" and the
induced drag and vortex strength rise
sharply. The greater the weight, the greater
the lifting force required to keep it airborne,
and hence the greater the induced drag and
vortices. In fact, the induced drag increases
with the square of the change in lift, so a
tandem glider (or a glider pulling two G's)
has vortices four times their normal
strength.
Okay, so now that we have figured out
we should avoid trying to follow closely
behind Hulk Hogan and his tandem
paraglider instructor as they scratch in marginal conditions, what else is there to understand? When viewed from behind, the wing
tip vortices curl outward-in. The vortices
spread slowly outward, descending slowly as
they dissipate. Unlike the horizontal tornadoes that trail jumbo jets, the vortices shed
by hang gliders are relatively low in energy
and dissipate quickly. Although I haven't
backed this up with any research, I consider

that the vortices shed by a single-place flex
wing hang glider in one G conditions will
no longer have sufficient energy to significantly disturb another hang glider after only
5-10 seconds. By this time they have not
descended more than a few feet, so if you
are not near co-altitude with other hang
gliders then you need not be worried about
their wake turbulence.
The main danger from wing tip vortices
occurs while ridge soaring when you are
often following other gliders in close proximity to the terrain. Although wing tip vortices are invisible, their location can easily be
visualized with a bit of forethought. We can
simplify our visualization without significantly affecting the outcome if we make the
following assumptions:
1) All the gliders are flying co-speed at
minimum sink speed.
2) The gliders are standing still in space
and the air mass is moving past them (just
like being in a real big wind tunnel).
Using this simplification, the major
influence on vortex location is wind speed.
A typical flex wing's minimum sink speed in
level flight is about 20 miles per hour which
equates in distance to approximately one
wing span per second. Since the vortices
that trail the glider drift with the wind, we
must consider the crab angle of the glider.
The danger imposed by wing tip vortices is
greater in light winds since the gliders are
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flying bunched together in a
narrow lift band, and the vortices are not blown as far
downwind, thus staying longer
in the path of following gliders
(Fig. 2) . .Please note that the
vortices depicted in the figures
are representations only; I have
not determined the real vortex
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In higher winds the glider's
N
.!.
increased crab angle, coupled
with the greater effect of the
wind on the vortices, pushes
them more directly downwind
and out of the way of gliders
that are any more than a couFigures 2 and 3. Left: Effects ofa 10 mph wind. Right: Effects ofa 17 mph wind.
ple of seconds in trail (Fig. 3).
In such conditions the only
time wing tip vortices are a
you are up and away but also during the
threat is when one glider overtakes another
side of your glider. Looking at Figure 2 we
can see that if the trail glider were less than a launch - historically one of the most critiin the same direction, or if a glider follows
second behind the leader that the right wing eal phases of flight. Be wary of doing a lightclosely behind another during a turn reversal. If two gliders meet head-on, the inside would be impacted by the vortex ftom the wind running launch immediately behind
another glider. In these conditions the preglider is exposed to the outside glider's vorleft wing of the leader. Assuming a co-alticeding glider's vortices will hug the terrain
tude profile, the trailing glider would initialtices . This is normally not a problem
and be blown upward toward any waiting
because the closing velocities minimize the
ly feel the glider trying to turn away ftom
the leading glider (Fig. 5). The natural tengliders. Since hang gliders have relatively
time spent in the danger wne.
poor roll control during and immediately
The two previous examples depicted
dency would be to fight this turn and the
after launch, we should wait a good 10 secgliders flying the proper crab angle for a
trailing glider would continue right until its
wind that is perpendicular to the ridge . keel was aligned with the vottex center. Now onds prior to following. If there is a crossthe turn forces would rapidly reverse with wind the waiting time may be shortened
Since we live in the real world we should
considerably.
consider what occurs when the wind is not
twice the original force as the left wing is
perpendicular. Figure 4 shows the effects of lifted and the right wing
a 30° crosswind. Note the vortices from the
is pushed down, trying
glider with the tail wind component are
to force the glider to
blown more downwind as compared to
turn downwind into the
those of the glider that is going in the opporidge! These forces can
site direction.
continue even after the
Although it is easy to think of the airglider passes through the
speed and wind vectors in terms of wing
left vortex center,
span , those of us with a disdain for
because now that it is in
trigonometry can see from the examples that
an angle of bank the left
as long as we follow no more closely than
wing can be pushed up
three seconds along the same path behind
by the left vortex while
another ridge soaring glider, then we should
the right wing is pushed
be clear of its vortices. You can use any
down by the right vormethod to guestimate this distance. I usually
tex. These aerodynamic
just note a point on the ground the other
moments may be imposglider is over and then stan counting until I
sible to overcome until
pass £4at point. The matter is simplified if the glider has exited the
your shadows are easily visible on the
vortices. Because of this,
avoid passing someone
ground. Remember that the distance you are
concerned with is the closest distance
on the inside, but if you
between the twO glider's wing tips.
must, then do so quickly
and in a wings-level attiThe effect a vortex encountered in flight
tude.
has on your glider depends on how it
You should be conimpacts your glider. Unless you are directly
cerned with wing tip
behind the offending glider, chances are you
will encounter a single vortex on only one vortices not just when
Figure 4. Effects ofcrosswind on vortices.
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RIGHT WING IS LIFTED BY LEFT VORTEX (PILOT COUNTERS THIS WITH RIGHT INPUT)

LEFT WING IS UFTED AND RIGHT WING IS PUSHED DOWN BY LEFT VORTEX

,
LEFT WING IS LIFTED BY LEFT VORTEX & RIGHT WING IS PUSHED DOWN BY RIGHT VORTEX

Figure 5. Aerodynamic moments caused by a vortex encounter.
Hang glider vortex size, angular dispersion and strength have not yet been adequately defined. Doing so would not be too
difficult and could make an interesting winter project. I invite anyone who has access to
a ridge-soaring site to strap a couple of
smoke bombs on his wing tips and have
someone on the ground take pictures and
video. Remember to note the wind direction
and speed, and try to have at least a couple
of varying conditions.
Until a more in-depth study is completed I recommend the following rules to live

its path through a turn reversal.
Wait ten seconds prior to commencing
a running launch behind another glider

•

in light upslope conditions.
Be even more cautious if you are
flying in or around paragliders.

by:
•

•
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Follow no more closely than three seconds behind other gliders while ridge
soaring.
Try to keep upwind of any vortices
(keep them between you and the terrain).
If you are overtaking another glider do
so quickly, and cut back to the ridge as
soon as it's safe to do so.
Put extra room between you and a leading glider if you are going to follow in
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Eenie, lDeenie, lDinie, IDD •••
How do you choose between the IC A O and the IC-40G portable CB rad ios? The IC- 40 is reliable, durable, simple to use.
Yo u just set it and forget it. The IC-40G, on the other hand, is a sophisticated state of the art transce iver. It has numero us fun ctions,
memory channels, autoscan, dual watch. The IC-40 has been around for many years and has recently been brought back by popular
demand. The IC-40G has lots of buttons for you to press, while the IC-40 has two 'trad itional' thumbwheel switches. Na turall y since
both are manufactured by leom, they conform to the same incredibly high standards. So go ahead, you fi gure it out. O f course, to
help you decide you can test drive both models at any of our authorized dealers, or call toll free on (008) 3389 15 for a brochure.
(The IC-40G comes with a choice of a 5W output (BP7) battery or long life (C M96) battery).
lcom Australia 7 Duke Street Windsor Victoria 3181

Telephone (03) 5297582

Facsimile: (03) 529 8485

A.C.N. 006 092 575
LL BROWN AOVERTISING 4507
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State, Club and Region News
Murray Charters reaches his half century this
month. Happy Birthday, Muzza!
The next meeting and BBQ will be held at
Peter Roberts' place at a date to be advised.
Remember: wings level, nose down and run
hard, every time.
Ron Rimkus,
President

Queensland

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
The February Qub meeting was held at the
ever popular Cookman's chateau. Following an
enjoyable BBQ that sent the smell of fried
onions throughout Noosa Heads, the meeting
got down to business.
An honorary life membership was bestowed
on the club's number one supporter and friend
Jean Cookman. It was a touching momentwhich
left a lump in all our throats. Thank you Jean for
all your efforts throughout the years.
Cookie and Peter Andrews have completed
the towing dolly which I can't wait to try. It
looks like a first class job but what would you
expect from a plumber and a mechanical engineer. Thanks guys.
The Queen's Birthday falls on Monday 13
June this year. Therefore in order to get the four
\
day break for the Eungella trip, it was decided
to take off the Friday before (10 June). The
expedition will then leave on Thursday night
(9th), returning on Monday. So if you wish to
come along to this enjoyable annual trip, keep
in touch with myselfor Cookie. It would be wise
to book your accommodation now.

The wettest wet season in several years is at
the moment raging unabated outside and is
making flying difficult for most. Chris Aniftos,
Tony Knight, Dave Saknewski and Sue Phillips
however, continuing their love affair with the
flats and basing themselves as usual at Mi II merran, last week had several good flights, the best
of them bei ng a hundred mile effort from Chris.
On top of his recent flights from there back to
Beechmont and Tyalgum, 180 kID and 190 km
respectively, this latest spate makes me think
this boy is going to go a long way.
Congratulations to Drew Cooper (427 kID)
and to Darryl Franklin (370 kID) for their outstanding flights from Hillston in December.
The Canungra club has 157 financial members
and it will be a comfort to know that a couple of
us may actually bother to vote for our local
candidate in the HGFA board elections; Tony
Giammichele, Mike Zupanc and Richard
Nevins, despite the apathetic turnout to change

the HGFA constitution (16%).
The club is to run a club champipnship competition over three weekends this autumn, 19
and 20 March, 26 and 27 March and the Easter
weekend. Entry fees and prize money will be
minimal. However the comp will be worth nationalladder points.
That party animal Dave Stave and his partner
in crime, Linda, have moved and the hang gliding capital of the world will now be located at
43 Duncan Street, Canungra .
Interesting to note at goal in Boonah last
weekend, paragliders and sailplanes soaring and
sharing the same ridge. It would be nice to hear
more from our paraglider pilots for inclusion in
these pages.
Best Regards,
Gordon Bieske, Secretary

New South Wales
Central Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Hi there
Just a quick word about how things are really
happening here on The Coast. We've elected a
couple of keen, new troop leaders after a belated
AGM. Club President, hell man, Garry'Xtralite'
Moulston is rearing, red-hot and ready to take
the club to new heights. Duncan Brown, site
officer is wai ti ng to hear from any visiting pilots
for information concerning Central Coast sites
or upcoming local competitions.
While secretary, I hope to keep up the correspondence and communication within and
outside our club. A special thank you to Alf
Piper and Bob Bentley for all your help.
Paul Gibbs, 043341919

Northern Beaches Club

Wanted
Good Photographs of Hang Gliders

Adventure Photo Library requires slides (transparencies) of
Hang Gliders, Pilots, Equipment and the general Scene.
Format : 35mm or larger.
No prints or negatives.
Payment varies with use.
For more information contact :
High Jinx Photo Library
10 Apex Avenue
Mount Victoria NSW 2786
Phone (047) 871 480
Fax
(047) 871 442
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Well here we are ... another year of flying on
the Northern Beach~and finally time to put pen
to paper after the Xmas break. Going by the
turnout for our February meeting, 65 in total,
there was some good flying over Xmas to talk
about.
February being our AGM, we tried to get
through all the tiresome stuff as quickly as possible. This saw the old committee 'rebirthed' for
another year. Maybe there is somebody out there
who likes to listen to us talk. Maybe!
We started the year by taking suggestions for
this year's club activities which included the
regular fly-ins, with more emphasis on competition, another water landing training night and a
weekend of aero-tow endorsement at Rylestone.
We will attempt to arrange all this and more into
a calendar, hopefully by next meeting. Tentative
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arrangements have been made for the aero
towi ng on 19-20 March so call me or see you at
Rylestone. Easter may see us all heading to
Manilla after last year's reported great flights.
We need videos for our monthly meetings so
any ideas are welcome. The brighter side of our
February meeting (the part that somebody actually listens to) saw a report by Dave McLoskey
on the Flatlands and National comps, as well as
some great tales and slides from John Trude and
Dane Snelling from their Xmas tours.
Accident reports have raised their head again!
I have not received one! We must be flying well
or justplainslack ... aye James, Graham,Aman ...
yes, even an incident requires a report.
For those of you who are suffering intermediate syndrome ... stop and think. Have you
really thought about this next take-off? Is there
somewhere on that crowded beach to land?
Have you really thought out that down wind
flight... what is down wind in the way of places
to land? Please think and protect our sites. Don't
mix new sites and new glider in one day!
We'll see you all again 1st Tuesday each
month at Dee Why Hotel.
Jan Duncan, Secretary
p.s. Please vote in this HGFAelection! If you
don't know the people on the ballot paper, ask
someone who can set you straight.. . but vote!
Bring your ballot paper to the next meeting or
send it direct to HGFA. .. just do it!

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
On the last week in January the club held a
towing fly-in at a place called Spring Ridge
which is near Quirindi in central NSW. Overall
we could not have asked for better weather and
despite a range of technical problems with the
winch some good cross country flights of between 30-50 kilometres were achieved by a
number of pilots.
The technical problems included the winch
getting a blown tyre on the way up (we didn't
have a spare wheel), the reflex tow pulley not
operating and mechanical problems with the
fuel system which resulted in many pilots including myself having some extremely short
flights .
When the pulley decided to lay down and die
we had to revert to straight towing which for
many of our club members was a new experience. Everybody handled it well though.
Quite a number of us including myself chose
not to spend the whole week there so there was
always pilots arriving and others leaving.
Thanks must go to those who stayed there all

week and held the thing together; Paul Kirwan,
Marco Bareiss, the deadly Desire Duo, and
Craig Jones. A special thank you to Craig who
arranged the paddock we were using which is on
his brother's property.
At our January meeting we had the pleasure of
the company of Gary Carr who was one of the
original founders of the club but who has not
been active in the sport for several years. Thank
you for coming Gary; I hope we will see more
of you in the future.
Our meetings are held on the last Tuesday of
each month at the Sportsman Hotel, Kildare
Road, Blacktown starting at 7.30 pm. New
members are always welcome. Just roll up.
David Middleton, President

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

Monday 14th February Minutes of the Meet~

We had not had a meeting since November
and this had the effect of causing a couple of
guys, Steve Moyes and Steve Hocking to be
precise, to tum up on the wrong day. You'd
wonder how they ever got into the air!

The Moyes' team dominated the Australian season,
once again, with the XTRALITE, introduced only
6 months ago, proving to be the Champion's choice!
Cm1grarnlatim15

MOl1cs Tcam!

94 DOGONG CUP
2nd
3rd
4th
6th
7th
8th
9th
1Oth

Martin Harri
Tomas Suchanel~
Toni Marty
Steve Gilmour
Steve Olenkinsop
Masao Ando
Dave Adams
Drew Cooper

GRADE
1st Justin Deplore
3rd Orad ChadWick

XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XmALITE

'(3'

'WOMEN'S'
3rd Tove Heaney

XS 155
X5 3142
XR 149

/l) "~I
V(ff\A

~

~

94 FLATLANDS
137
137
147
147
147
147
147
147

1st
4th
7th
9th
10th

Tomas Suchanel~
Ian Jarman
Jean-Marc Dumond
Drew Cooper
Steve Gilmour

GRADE
1st David McLosl~ey
2nd Malcolm Osborne
3rd Justin Deplore

XmALITE
XmALITE
XmALITE
XmALITE
XmALITE

;J4"'

'94 AUSTRALIAN OPEN
137
137
147
147
147

1st
5th
6th
7th
9th
10th

Tomas Suchanek
Neil Mersham
Steve Olenl~insop
Yoshi Tonomura
Drew Cooper
Masoki Ono

XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
XTRALITE

137
137
147
137
147
147

'(3'

XS II 155
XmALITE 147
XS155

GRADE
1st Joel Rebbechi
3rd Orad Chadwicl~

X5J 142

'WOMEN'S'
1st Koria Schmitt
2nd Toni Noud
3rd Marie-Jo Rufat

XTRALITE 137
XTRALITE 137
XTRALITE 137

' (3'

XTRALITE 137

XTRALITE 1.37 and XTRALITE 147 - USHGMA CmTIFIED
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ...
The meeting was a fullish house with over 30
pilots getting the day right. (They were sent a
reminder)
This was the 1st AGM for the Sydney a ub so
it was election and pay time.
BUt Moyes was re-elected Chairman
Dave McLoskey was elected as President
Steve Hocking was re-elected as Secretary
Greg Auld was re-elected as Treasurer
So congratulations and a large thank you goes
to these guys for what can really be a thanldess
task.
There was quite a bit to cover due to our long
absence ...
The Bogong Cup, which enjoyed ' typical'
Bogong weather. Snow as close as Fall Creek
and only 3.5 valid days. Still, 3 Australians
managed a top 10 placing and just for a change
there was someone other than Tomas at the top
of the honours list. Yep, Manfred Rumher was
that man.

again.
The Nationals were better than Bogong, but
all flying was off Emu 1 and 2. 130 pilots turned
up and an historic dead heat was recorded between Manfred and Tomas. Their duel was
described as a dog fight with nothing in it all the
way and it was good to hear that there was a lot
of note swapping between the two.
The Hargraves Cup could have been better
if only it had had a couple more south easterly
days. Once again, Tomas won the comp and
feels sure that World Out-and-retum speed
record will be broken at Stanwell and would not
be re-broken anywhere else after that. And who
are we to argue! He achieved an average speed
in excess of 50 kph over 98 kIDs. The current
World mark is 37 kph and must be over 100 kIDs.
Tomas was then peppered with questions
about how he got started, and how he wins so
consistently. It is obvious that, to be that good,
requires a very high level of professionalism.
Tomas flys using a GPS
BLITZ 137 BLITZ 137 BLITZ 137 BLITZ 137
system which tells him
where he is wi thin 20 or
FOR SALE
so metres (anywhere in
by AIRB0RNE ·
the world) . This allows
him to tell accurately
'1 OSpeedy, high performance XC glider.
things like wind speed
OSuited to 45-65kg pilots with 50+ hours.
and direction, ground
speed, time and disOGood condition, only 80 hours air time.
tance to turn points and
goals. There is no need
to carry a map.
On his left hand
upright he has data
CONTACT AIRSPOFJTS;FC?RDETAILS (09) 381 6053
compiled over time
which will tell him the
optimum glide at all alThe Flatlands presented record weather and
titudes in any condition. From this he is able to
fantastic flying. 8 out of 8 valid days with cloud
accurately ascertain when to leave that last therbase at 13,700ft on one of them. 5 pilots
mal and head for goal and how fast to fly bemanaged a 205 kID goal on one of the days, and
tween thermals depending on the average
Tomas broke the World Triangle Record by
thermal strength of the day.
flying atan average speed of38kph. Ian Jarman,
Add that information to a rigorous fitness
after not competing for quite some time and
regime, 300 hours of quality flight per year,
totalling one kite, managed third place, (well
healthy diet, and hey! you're world champion
done Ian) and Tomas blitzed the field once
material.
You may also be
pleased to know, that it
is Tomas' opinion that
in
the World distance
record will be an
Australian record by this
time next year. We sincerel y owe that man
thanks for his input and
BED AND BREAKFAST
for what he bri ngs to this
Share room, wide verandahs with view of Bald Hill sport.
2 minutes' walk to shop, cafes, beach, landing area
Coming up - The 19th
TV, stereo, local knowledge
- 20th of March is Aero
Tow
endorsement
weekend at Rylestone,
so be there for lots of

BLITZ 13"7 .......•.••.••
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ACCOMMODATION

STANWELL PARK
$lS/night

(042) 943561

A busy day at Stan well Park - p Frank
Nicholson
photo Andrew Atkinson
flying. You will find that the beds have all been
thrown out, there is a nice new lounge suite
courtesy of the Northern Beaches Club, and
there is no sign of wear on the broom. Also ...
there have been complaints about rubbish being
left at Rylestone. This sucks and really leaves us
all gob-smacked. So who the hell does it folks?
Easter will see the Flatter than Flatlands comp
at Birchup, south of Swan Hill in Victoria. Apparently great flying with excellent retrieval in
all directions. So if you are into a long drive for
a good comp, Birchup sounds like the go.
That just about does it, have a great rest of the
season.
Greg Wilkinson

A new weather service is available through the
Bureau of Meteorology called METFAX. For
those who have never heard of METFAX it
allows you to receive weather information via a
fax. It 's free and simpler than A VFAX. Dial 03
6391699 on the telephone that's connected to
the fax, a voice will give a quick description and
prompt your for a code ie 1000 for public
weather information, 2000 for aviation info,
9005 is the new code which will print out the
current observations (last hour) ie wind
speed/direction, temperature and pressure at
automatic weather stations around Victoria .
Some of these sites are Mt Dandenong, Melbourne city, Melbourne harbour, Melbourne air-

~------------------------------------------~
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port, Airey's Inlet, Phillip Island, Geelong airport, PI Wilson, Mt Gambier, Cerbrus, Lookout
Hill (near Mt Cole) .
The siting of the stations will play an important role in the readings they give eg Mt Dandenongison top of the hill at 1500 ftandAirey's
Inlet is at the lighthouse 200 ft above the ocean
and the Cerbrus is at sea level. Although the fax
prints about 25 different stations there are
around 100 in Victoria, with a new one being
commissioned around the corner from
landscape at the Kilmore gap. This is the first
station in Australia that will be able to give you
cloud height and cover. Towards the end of1994
it will be possible to dial up the weather stations
individually for up-to-the-minute conditions.
The next publication of the Victorian site
guide (towards the end of 1994) should have
detailed information on the services available. A
few pages of information will be available
through your local club in the next few months.
It is still possible to dial the Bureau direct and
ask for wind and forecasts verbally. The numbers are 03 6635076 for the aviation forecaster
and 03 6694916 if you just want the winds at the
various automatic weather stations. By talking
to the actual forecaster it is possible to get a
rough idea of the weather throughout Australia .
I hope this information is put to some good use
by improving quality and quantity of your
flying. Wait for the tone.

Steve Trone

Fly The Murray for Fred Hollows
A mixed group of ultralights and powered
hang gliders will assemble at Corryong on 4
April 1994 with a purpose: to make an aerial
expedition of the Murray River from near its
source on the NSW/Victorian border, to its outlet into Lake A1exandrina in South Australia, in
support of the Fred Hollows Foundation.
The family of the former eye surgeon and
Australian of the Year, Professor Fred Hollows,
formed the Foundation last year in order to
continue with Fred's programs to cure blindness
in aboriginal communities and third world
countries. The Rotary 0 ub of Canberra, Weston
Creek, wjlliiaise with Rotary Clubs enroute to
take advantage of the expedition to raise funs for
the Foundation.
The expedi tion has been scheduled to coi nci de
with the NSW school holidays and will start
immediately after the ultralight National Fly-in
at Holbrook, NSW. It will launch from Corryong on 5 April and overnight stops are planned
at Corowa, Echuca, Swan Hill, Mildura, Renmark and Murray Bridge.
There will be no fees for pilots participating in
this adventure. They may fly the full length of
the Murray or join and leave the expedition at
any point along the route. Also, participants are
at liberty to make overnight stops at places other

than those planned. Pilots will be responsi ble for
arranging their own accommodation and backup support enroute, and also their return to home
base.
The plan for ultralights is to fly early each
morning, subject to weather conditions, and to
spend the remainder of the day touring the
various stop-overs. Time will be made available
during the daily schedule to allow local communities to view the fleet of aircraft.
At each stop-over, presentations may be made
to local Rotary Oubs by certain members ofthe
expedition. It may also be possible for owners
of two-seater aircraft to provide short flights to
underprivileged children nominated by
charitable organisations, subject to pilots complying with regulations and negotiating the
necessary indemnity agreements .
Members of the Australian Ultralight Federation, the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia,
the Gliding Federation of Australia, the
Australian Sport Rotorcraft Federation and the
Sport Aircraft Association of Australia are invited to participate in this adventure.
Anyone interested injoining this expedition or
requiring more information should contact
Allan Taylor on 06 2886311 or by fax 06
2880830. •

+

MAINAIR TRIKES
Mercury, Alpha and Blade
Recently our company, Trike Air, was appointed as Australian
dealer for the English trike manufacturer, Mainair.
Mainair are the oldest established trike manufacturer in the
world and since 1976 have sales world wide in excess of one
thousand units. Anyone who files a Mainair product will appreciate
the proven technical and design expertise and can be assured
they are flying the finest of its kind .
Of particular interest is the budget priced Mercury. A
powerful trainer with full suspension , the Mercury's modern wing
slices through turbulence. A major benefit when flying on those
hot days - you'll still be up in the air when older designs have
retired for the afternoon break.
The Mercury is a well balanced aircraft that steps easily into
a cross country role - the extra tank with snap on fuel connections,
visible fuel gauge and a handy carry handle converts your trike into
a 75 mph tourer.
Of equal importance is the resale value of your investment.
The Mainair range is of the highest standard and this reflects in the
extra price you will be able to command .
As a standard bearer for the company, the ultimate in
flexwings is now available - the fabulous two seater Blade. This
105 mph rocket with its new 1994 wing stands out like the ultimate
exploding star - it's a quantum leap in front of the opposition. The
latest toy for the boy or girl who think they have everything.
Call us now to have your order in our next container and ask
about mobile instruction at a strip near you.

O\jer The Rainbo w
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HOTOR (NN
Rainbow Beach

Situated adjacent to Carlo Sand Blow
on Cooloola Drive
•

Special Deals for hang and parag/ider pilots

• 20 units all with private facilities including linen
• Fully licensed bar and a-la-carte restaurant
•

Budget priced meals available

• Swimming pool, covered gas BBQ & laundry
facilities

Phone Margaret or Bruce Craig
for details

074 863211
8/43 AcIand Street, St Kilda, Victoria 3182

(03) 534 8540

March 1994

(018) 583 668

PO Box 89 Rainbow Beach Old 4581
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WANTED
Pod hame•• to suit 6'1' ph Clinton 02 4282847
Trike & Ultralight Pilots & Owners: Sunshine
Coast SE aid looking for a new venue to hangar and
base your flying operations? Gymple Airport is 1.5
hrs north of Brisbane; CTAF 126.7. Main strip 14-32,
1402m bitumen with wide-grassed margins. Gliding
operations westside, ultra/trike eastside. Cross strip
03 -21, 596m grassed. Centre of Sunshine &
Cooloola Coasts, Wide Bay ultralight/trike operations . Hangarage, fuel & flying buddies all available
on site. Contact Kenny 074 827484
Fledge glider in gd cond 049 977272

NEW SOUTH WALES
XS 155 (exp intI absolutely as new must sell all offers
considered ph Greg 018494377 or 049 498023
Xact ham... suit 6' as new offers ph Greg 018
494377 or 049498023
Blitz 137 (exp intI white LE pink US orange TS 30
hrs airtime ex cond $2500 ono ph Jo 066 825287
European body bag hame•• small $200 ono ph Jo
066825287
PA parachute & 852 In.truments ph Greg 018
494377 or 049 498023
Tandem Advance Alpha Paragllder ex cond give
away price must sell $1600 ph David 015 257224
XS 155 (exp int) ex cond low airtime extras fins tip
levers $2200 also
Blackhawk pod harness Ige $150 also
Parachute & altimeter $400 also
Unlden UHF hand held CB $300 all as new cond
ph 042 846492 H
GPS Fllghtmate Pro Trlmbal as new boxed $1500
028108370
Combat 11152 (int) mauve LE pink & grey US white
MS gd cond ph 042 967796
Blitz 155 (exp intI white TS grey LE & TE hot pink &

David Middleton preparing to launch,
North Brother
photo by Dolores Sempreboni

black us top cond low hrs plus a new air frame due
to a transporting problem $2200 ono ph AirBorne 049
499199
XS 155 (exp intI king post hang gd cond also Moyes
pod with chute, Flytec varlo with mounting bracket
brand new $3000 the lot ph Steve 066 857456
Gyro 1150 (nov) , blue LE, blue TIE, pink centre section, greatcond suitfemale pilot $900 ono urgent sale
also
Moyes Pod Harness red as new, upto 175 cm $300
ono, & womens helmet $50 - urgent sale also
Danny Scott Racer Harness great cond orange &
black, suit small male or female up to 170 em, sell
cheap $400 - urgent sale Ph Jo-ann 02 5242068
leave message
GTR 162 (int) pink Le blue US yellow mid section
extra set round uprights gd cond $500 ph Clinton 02
4282847
ParagliderEdel Space 27 sq m safe top perf intwing
90-120 kg 4 risers & speed system $2900 with harness ph Mike 02 5603070 AH
Foil Combat 152C (int) mid blue fluoro orange comp
sleeves flies great $1600 ono ph Paul 02 5217931
Harness Wedgle suit 6' gd cond $600 also
Ball 852 $440 ph Daniel 018 494505
Combat 152 (int) v gd cond new side wires not fitted
great value urgent sale $1300 ono ph Paul 02
5883494
XS 169 (exp int) suit big guy/girl nice colours reas
cond $850 ph Craig 02 9051609
Foil 160B Racer (int) in gr cond white with orange
LE new mylar manual batten profile lots of fun flying
to be had for a low price of $900 ph Giles 02 3537325
Vision 2 (int) blue LE yellow US new bottom rigging
$3500 ono ph 066 853358
XS 142 (exp int) white LE orange balck fluoro yellow
US 70 hrs $2500 ono also
UHF radio Regency 5 watt$2oo ono ph Hayden 066
884148
Blitz 137 (exp intI absolutely perf cond with v low hrs
features kevlar LE & TE band with distinctive sail cut
ph Alan Daniel at Wingtech 049 499222
Aero 165 (nov) 2 hrs flying ex cond $2500 ono ph 02
5472847
Variometer/altimeter Sjostrom model 90 alB in v
gd cond $350 on ph 042 971923
XS 155 (exp intI upgraded to XSII fluoro orange MS
black & yellow US no flutter at all only flown to church
on Sundays $1800 ph Terry Anderson 048 221989
Paragllder Fireblrd F1 24 sq m 65-100 kg has had
only 25 hrs airtime ex cond DHV Gutesiegal approved Incl brand new FlighUine packup back pack
Ideal for nov-int pilot wanting a great value canopy
which has a great high speed & glide & is v respon sive Ideal for coastal flying $1200 ono ph Greg 042
942817
Gyro 2160 (nov) gd cond red LE $1250 ono also
Danny Scott pod green & black gd cond suit 5'5'
$200 ph Kareena 042942212
Airwave Kiss 154 (int) yellow LE pink & grey US all
original tubing v easy to takeoff & land while retaining
its high performance $1500 also
Solarwings Rumour II (int) fluoro green surfcote MS
pink & blue US v fast with ex glide $3000 also
Future Wings 'Flash' harness aluminium backplate single yacht track slider side mounted chute.full
length zip ; black green & yellow flash flu oro orange
boot $500 incl PA chute ph Rolf Muller 025587422
AH, 5551044 BH
Swing Axis II (int) trimmer & speed bar gd cond
$2800 also
Swing Minoa (adv) speed system 3 mths old $4000
also
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Sjostrom varlo (HG) make an offer ph 042 943634,

fx 042941031
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc manual & batten
profile sacrificed @ $1550 ono ph Paul 043 341919
or leave a message
Arrow II trike wing blue fluoro green & white has
extremely low hrs ex cond $3000 ono also
AIrBorne trike & Single seat wing (Swift) gd cond no
motor $2000 ono also
AirBorne trike with Edge wing blue grey & white
Buzzard base motor 503 dual ignition 40 hrs 'C' type
gearbox pod spalls big wheels Edge seat frame &
seat altimeter & speedo after muffler vgc $10000
AUF reg 10-1330 ph 068 521379 AH
Paragllder Challenger 26 .4 sq m 65-85 kg, 12 As
speed system only 15 hrs airtime this safe & proven
glider has given me the confidence to move to a high
performance wing value @ only $2700 ph Elgar 064
922061
Mission 170 (nov) gd cond white with red LE low
flying time $1600 ph 02 6293943
UHF radio Electrophone hand held with charger
speaker mic & high gain aerial on magnetic base (for
car) $400 ono ph Greg 066 280356
Moyes MI ..lon 150 (int) similar to XS Easy blue LE
pink & It blue US v gd cond $1800 also
Pod up to 175 cm gd cond $300 ph 02 3574151
Blitz 146 (exp intI white LE purple TS purple & white
US kevlar TS flies great looks great don't miss this
one $2600 ph Wayne 049 292175
Foil Combat 152C (int) grey LE fluoro green US
comp sleeves in v gd cond flies superbly a steal at
$1700 ph Paul 02 5211033 H, 7591177 W
Aero 165 Racer (int) brand new cond approx 5 hrs
flying time $2500 ono also
Tracer Harness brand new cond suit 5'10' $500
URGENT SALE ph Graham 02 9643986 W, 636
5136 H
XS 3 155 (exp intI mylar TS orange/red/orange US
only flown 16 hrs as new cond $3200 also
Tandem parachute for tandems/heavier pilot 1 mth
old $650 also
3 x VHF handheld radios Kenwood 2M FM top of
the range brand new $1300 the lot ph 042 943701 H
GTR 162 (int) with backpack harness & parachute
white TS & LE with powder blue insert white &
rainbow US v low hrs as new cond can sell glider &
gear separately package deal $2000 ono ph Bob
Arnold 02 5453246
Blitz 155 (exp int) grey black & red flies well $2500
also
Blitz 155 (exp intI It blue & lilac almost new never
bounced flies beautifully $3500 ono also
NOVA Phantom 43 high perform fast canopy low
airtime '92 model pink suit pilot 55 -75 kg $2200 ono
ph AI Giles 049 430674
Mission 170 (nov) 20 hrs airtime ex cond blue LE
white & blue MS faired king post $1850 ono ph
Michael 02 6399779
Trike Edge 582 LC cert 2 seat Ivo prop all instruments helmets & intercom VHF radio trailer with wing
rack excond $16500 ph 065 852122 BH , 856417 AH
Reg No T2-2502
Probe 175 (int) v gd cond 112' battens with spare new
uprights & base bar $1200 also
Skysystems pod harness black v gd cond plenty
storage suit 5'10' -6' $350 ph Ian 02 5203303
Airborne Edge 582 trike extra instruments full
covers superbly maintained motor with log $14500
or $1 5500 with lessons enquire for further details ask
for Forrest 02 9797212, 018 273552
Mission 170 (nov) gd cond flies well selling due to
arrival of new glider $1500 also
Paraglider Neo 24 sqm v safe reliable & easy to fly
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ideal 1st canopy comes with harness $1700 ono ph
Michael 02 7281006
Moye. MI.slon 170 (nov) red LE orange MS &
yellow TE 10 hrs ex cond also
Ball 1151 Cocoon harness & tow bridle batten
profile $2500 ono ph 068 472024
Para glider Airwave Rave 30 brand new (still in bag)
$4500 ono also all ancillary equipment: back-protector harness new reserve Brauniger alti/vario helmet
bag etc $1000 ono Sholto Douglas 02 9081014 H,
2642633W
GTR 1112 (int) ex cond 1 owner since new never bent
faired uprights & king post speedbar new side wires
best offer ph 02 4169496 AH
Swing Axis II 211 (nov/int) v gd cond with speed
system & trimmers $3200 ono also
Flight Design B3 (int) low hrs $2500 ono also
Sup-Air harness $600 + Sigma reserve $650 also
Skybox PG va rio & barograph + software for PC
$1000 also
Sjostrom HG va rio $350 all ono ph Suzy 042
942010 orfax 042941031
Airborne Edge as new 18.4 hrs & 2 mths old full
instruments cover magenta LE & daYillow US pods
& spats Ford maroon a beautiful trike @ $17990
jmmed deliyery T2-2626 ph Shane 069 592056 BH,
593201 AH updating to electric start also
WANTED - USED trike for client
Paragllder Challenger 211 sqm 65.a5 kg ex cond
only 12 hrs flying time v safe glider with great perf
$3000 ph Elgar 064922061
Sting 154 (int) mauve LE white & mauve US 8 hrs
flying time 4 mths old gd cond $2700 also
Moyes pod red/White to suit 5'6' -5'10' $300 ph 043
932422
Instruments & accessories for your trike
Dual Exhaust Gas Temp Gauge: the only way of
monitoring your air/fuel mixture & could save you
thousands of $$$ on repairs; Water Temp Gauge
with in-built alarm, don't et cau ht u & out after

springing a leak; Carby Temp with icing danger zone;
Dual Cylinder Head Temp Gauge; Vertical Speed
Indicator, analogue ± 2000 ft/min with 100 ft/min
markers; 12 Volt Power Supply, noise free easy
connection ; ElectronicFuel Gauge System, accurate
& reliable; Aircraft & Engine Log Books; Rotax
Thermostat, keeps your engine temp constant & will
prevent Shock Cooling; Cylinder Head Air Bleed Kits,
stop a top end seizure or payout on repairs; K & N
Air Filter Cleaner & Oil, it's surprising how few pilots
are using the only recommended air filter cleaner on
the market, anything else will damage your air filter!
All the above are left overs from the Cape York trip;
I have varying quantities of each item as they were
delivered after we had left.
All the gauges are of the highest quality & incl probes
& complete instructions, prices are low due to a
special discount I received because of the flight Call
for more information Luke Carmody CFI 028745260

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Rumour II (int) blue mylar sail pink LE yellow/blue
US $1500 ph Peter 085 789032
Sting 11111 (int) faired posts speed bar v It & easy to
se tup gd beginner through to int glider as new cond
low hrs $1950 (no offers) selling because of trike
purchase ph 08 3262908
Sjostrom vario & digital altimeter gd cond $450
ono 08 3262908
Foil 139 Combat II (int) white LE grey & aqua US
low hrs 1 yr old glider in Mt Beauty for test flying
$2500 ono ph Birgit 08 2721337 AH or Dermot 057
572910
Enterprise Wings Aero 11165 (int) 1992 model with
15-20 hrs airtime fluoro pink grey & white speed bar
faired king post quick setup & dismantle great cond
$2200 also
Flytec 3020 Instrument fully electronic 2 altimeters
vario - display & audio memory for alt & vario peak
value & flight time selectable 2 battery supply optional wind vane for wind speed & hang glider bracket as

new $800 ph Grant 08 2650419

QUEENSLAND
XS 155 (exp int) suit pilot 65-90 kg all bottom w ires
replaced sail replaced 2 yrs ago king post hang. 2
flights over 100 km in last 2 mths, 1 over 150 & 2 over
50 kms; easy to fly even after 6 hrs in the air $1200
ono 079 726840
Falhawk C30 '94 Advance with speed system 15
hrs airtime as new pilot weight 85-115 kg ex cond
high performance incl harness & reserve system
mountings + bag $2500 ph Gerard 075 359662
Swing Zenith (int) 26 sq m pilot weight 80-100 kg
with trim for riser system v gd cond + harness with
quick release carabiners + helmet & bag $1500 ph
Gerard 079 359662
XS 1119 (exp int) low hrs great colours $1500 ph
Steve 018 n8634
Moyes 150J Mars (nov) ex cond only 8 hrs flying
time orange white & It green complete with manual
& batten profile spare upright $1650 also
High Energy Pulled-apex Parachute new $400
also
A VI Sjostrom brand new 2 yr warranty $500 also
Combat 152 white pink & aqua vgc $1400 must sell
going O/S ph Matt 074914707
Paragllder Paratech P4 high performance 4 riser &
speed system as new with factory certified A 1 condition $2500 ph 075 965679
Aero 170 (nov) white with yellow US orange LE
batten profile aerofoil king post low hrs god cond
ideal for beg/nov also Moyes Xact harness suit 5'8'
& chute in ex cond also Lindsay Ruddock vario
with digital altimeter also
GME UHF radio & charger reluctant sale $2500 the
lot ph 079 396759
XS 155 (exp int) upgraded to XSII specs all new wires
power rib gd cond $1200 also
CG 1000 harness 5'8' ~ '2' + PA chute both in as
new cond $450 also

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance for the ambitious pilot - low minimum sink rate,
high trim speed, large speed range with flat polar curve due to a special
speed system and easy handling make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional
paraglider for XC and competition flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging cross country flights and
competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate-Class with elegant
look. Convincing appearance and ever simple launching characteristics
besides uncritical flight behaviours - typical PRO DESIGN features. "High
performance is no more a privilege for competition pilots!"
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambitious recreational pilot.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC
-A firmly proofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills with
enthusiasm! Well balanced and simple characteristics with attractive
performance. A special and easy to handle speed system extends the speed
range efficiently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who
search for stressless pleasure in flight.
Huge range of demonstration, used and superceeded canopies at prices starting from $800!

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228
Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052 616555
- A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase -
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2x UHF (Roadrunner) hand held radios 5 watt with
charger $350 ea also
Moye. pod harn. .s Ige $200 ph Paul 073951819
Lindsay Ruddock 2 in ex cond packed in foam carry
case $345 ph Andy 07 3491940
XS 155 (exp int) royal blue scrim pale blue MS lime
& white US king post hang $1150 also
Ball 651 varlo/altlmeter pc $350 ph 07 2169072 AM
Towline Drogue Chute imported from USA looks
like a mini paraglider self-deploying on release of
pilot brand new $100 ph 07 2086604
Airwave Double Vision 215 (exp int) ex cond only
40 hrs the ultimate tandem glider for instruction or
recreation white LE green & white MS It blue US
$3700 also
Moye. Mars 190 (nov) v gd cond low hrs new flying
wires red LE dk blue & white MS white US $900 also
Moyes Mars 170 (nov) v gd cond new flying wires
black LE pink US $800 ph Scott 07 2737065
XS II 155 (exp int) ex cond all white power rib TE
$1800 ana also
GTR 162 (int) gd cond red white & yellow $600 ana
ph Mal Osbome 075 330440
Paragllder Black Magic 24 40 hrs $900 with harness also
Paragllder Challenger ·C· 23 bargain $2000 with
hamess also
38 m Re.erve puHed apex $500 brand new ph Jean
Luc 075 729912
Moye. Mission 170 (nov) 50 hrs ex cond (looks
new) great colours $1900 ph Jeremy 07 2222315
BH, 2614303 AH
AirBorne Trike 95.10 rag uncertified Arrow II/Buzzard 532LC Rotax 100 hr 2 .58 gearbox IVO immac
cond always maintained 24 It tank powerful reliable
power renowned handling strength stability characteristics cruising comfort pod wheel pants skirt ASI
ALT RPM compass 12vDC alternator rectifier 6 .5 Ah
battery million dollar looks $7900 ph Kenny 074
827484
Blitz 146 (exp int) 19 hrs kevlar LE & TE $2500 ph
Ethel 077 733580
Foil 140B Racer (int) apricot LE apricot & lavender
US $1200 ana also
Edge 582 (170 hrs) grey LE red & black US maroon
pod Iva prop landing light reg rect compass W.T.G.
more extras raga ex cond $16750 neg ph Bob 018
708551,074490065
Mission 170 (nov) blue LE It blue US fluoro
orange/yellow TS gd cond low hrs manual & balten
profile $1650 ana ph Paul 079 922865

VICTORIA
Moyes pod Ige to suit to 6'2' ex cond purple blue &
grey $350 ph Paul 03 3806691
Bargain trike 95.32 AirBorne Edge 582 immac cond
as new with only 10 hrs suit new trike buyer comes
with full instrumentation & electric start 3 blade Iva
prop & factory trailer. Colours: black pod blue LE It

blue & white MS fluoro
orange fin also 1 pair black
Communica helmets with
cams box. This is a reluctant
but forced sale by trike student & must be sold asking
$18000 or best offer ph 03
8763981 AH mobile 015
304725
Trike 95 .32 AirBorne Edge
582 engine completely overhauled this trike comes with
the lot full instrumentation
electric start 3 blade Ivo prop
strobe light landing light
remote choke remote fuel
primer for instant starts
regularly maintained in gd
cond $15000 or best offer ph
038763981 AH mobile 015
304725

Wingtips camp Honeysuckle Ridge Tumut - photo
Anthony Orman

XS Easy 155 (int) peppermint LE fluoro blue tail flared
king post & down tubes with
speed bar $1700 or swap for a Mission 170 ph Sandy
035438673

Icom IC 40G UHF hand held incl charger speaker
mike & protective cover new (used once) still in box
$500 ph Winton 060 243503
Foil Combat 152 (int) mauve LE fluoro yellow US
crisp clean sail v gd cond great in light lift! batten
profile & manual $2800 also
Moyes pod mauve suit pilot 5'10' -6'2' $300 or the
lot for $3000 ph John 057 522694
Moyes Pod Ige blue/white suit 5'11' + vgc $300 also
Reserve chutelge 22 gore long bridle recent repack
$400 ph Peter 057951232
Moyes Missile 180 (int) brand new particularly
suitable for building into single seat trike $1000 ana
also
XS Easy (int) king post hang for easy handling fully
faired with speed bar candy pink LE white MS turquoise US low hrs ex cond $2000 ana also
XS Easy (int) fully faired with speed bar blue LE white
MS fluoro orange US fair/gd cond $1500 ana also
Polaris 160 (high performance Italian glider comparable to Foil C or XS) blue LE white MS flu oro
orange US ex cond low hrs urgent sale giving away
for $1000 also
Mission 170 (nov) red LE white MS orange & blue
US ex cond $1900 ana ph Steve 018 570168 BH or
057551724 AH
FalhawkAtoli paragllder 27 sq m, ex cond, no tears
& UV protected since new. Rating 12 Acpul As &
GHV2, high performance int with easy handling &
great stability , Eildon safety video available.lncl high
performance Kasmer speed system (value $450)
plus Airwave harness & bag great value for nov pilot
$2300 Ph Robin 03 8824596 H or 03 3207000 W
Mission 170 (nov) red LE rainbow US harness spare
upright balten profiles & manual vgc $1700 Richard
035691612

Keiwa Valley looking N fromMt Beauty; Trike pilot, Colin
South - photo Janene Brooksby

Foil 152C (int) ex cond approx 30 hrs I'm selling my
pride & joy due to buying a
farm with no time to fly so ifs
going outfor only $2600 also
Air Support Wedgy harness with reserve chute for
$800 (also only 30 hrs) I can
deliver to SA, Vic & Sthn
NSW so ph me now on 050
941203 W, 941201 H
Foil 139 Combat 2 (int) cool
colours 1 careful lady owner
with low airtime $2600 with a
weekend XC soaring course
for you & a friend in the
Brighl/Mt Beauty area .
Australian Coaching Council
Coach, HGFALevel114yrs
OS & Aust coaching exper.
Jump of a hill at this bargain
ph Dermot 057 572910
Combat 2 152 (int) violet
blue vgc built '92 90 hrs air-
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time logbook avail one sp upright test fly welcome
$2800 ph Ian 037621364
Falred upright to suit Airwave Magic 111166 $50
ono ph Vince 037552314
XS 142 (exp int) ex cond only 30 hrs logged v
distinctive looking glider in the air $3500 firm ph
Wayne 060 771201
Moyes Meteqr 190 (int) vgc gd for tandem or the
larger flyer $650 ph 03 5313503
Combat 152 II (int) mylar LE & TE sleeves half
battens purple LE fluoro pink MS yellow US white TS
ec never bent $2600 also
Foil 160B Racer (int) scrim LE & TE 3 hrs airtime
fluoro orange LE It green MS fluoro orange US white
TS Combat bag new side nose & top wires immac
cond ideal 1st high performance glider bargain
$1700 ph Steve 03 4207881 BH, 5802768 AH
Instruments Alrcotec Piccolo used once only perf
for paragliding or small HG instrument $450 03
5833280
Combat 152 (int) white MS grey & fluoro yellow US
$2500 also
Probe 160 $400 also
Flytec 3020 with bracket $600 also
Sky Systems pod harness & chute suit 5'6' -5'10'
(med wide) $500 also
Emtron Ace UHF hand held plus extension mic &
boom mic on helmet $350 also
Electrophone TX472D $320 all above items in ec to
vgc ph 03 7445855 AH
Foill60B (int) fluoro pink LE white TS yellow US fair
cond flies well manual & batten profile incl $700 ono
ph John 03 7724573
Mars170 (nov) blue & white new uprights & base bar
vgc with batten profile & owner's manual $900 ph
David 03 7552415
To be sold as a complete outfit for 1 good offer
or reasonable Individual offers, any Inquiries
most welcome: GTR 162 (int) black LE white MS in
reas cond $490 also
Sportkeller pod harness med blue hardly used
compl with parachute $540 also
Flytec Instrument 3020 with speed indicator never
used $890 also
UHF Icom 40G with leather case HS51 headset &
charger still in box never used $590 also
UHF Royce hand held transceiver with extra lgain
aerial charger & a speaker/mic as new $290 ph Daryl
054470658
lTV Meteor Gold 26 18 mths old 50 hr airtime gd
cond green leaving for Japan urgent sale $1900 ono
incl harness ph Geoff White 057 501244
XS 142 (exp int) ex cond low hrs white LE & TS lemon
& It blue US skies out well & has been treated with
much TLC ring Heather 057551503 & we'll negotiate
a price!
2 x Dream 220 tandem gliders 1st all white 2 yrs
old gd cond $3000 2nd yellow pink & green fair cond
$2400 ph Jamie 018 696523
XS 142 (exp int) great colours low hrs as new cond
$3000 also

SKYSAILOR

FoIl150B Racer (in~ low hrs ex cond $1250 also
Mars 190 (nov) v gd cond $700 also
PA backup parachute never used $300 will consider trade-in on med to Ige pod or other late model
harness ph 051 339258
Pegasus XL 447 red as new only 20 hrs flight time
economy spec registered $17000 ph Peter 018
372862
Parachutes Australia pulled down apex reserve
chute as new current model $100 below new price
$450, also
Blackhawk Harness made in NZ racer style v comfort & gd cond suit 5'2' -5'9' pilot bargain @ $300 also
Borgelt Instrument System all LC digital readout:
features altimeter 0-20000 ', ASI, pitoVTE probe
sensed therefore extremely precise at all altitudes,
averager - total energy compensated , speed to fly
audio indicator, internal back up battery system,
cigarette lighter re-chargeable . Apart from being an
ex hang gliding instrument it would also make a v
cheap trike instrurnent $500 Ph Dermot 057 572910
Foil 160B Racer (int) flown approx 80 hrs ex cond
compl with batten profile & manual 1 owner new
flying cables has not been used in 18 mths must sell
$1300 ono also .
Toyota Tercel 4x4 1986 model low kms ~
hangie vehicle R .W .C. red ext grey int goes well & in
top cond ph 056 235758 or 295216
GTR 1(12 (int) gd cond with spare hang loops helmet
log books batten profile site book $500 or best offer
ph Nth Bendigo 414628, or 478557 (parents)
Sjostrom v arlo/altimeter in v gd cond recently serviced by Phil Sjostrom $450 ph Lawry Goodwin 055
633476 BH , 629633 AH
B ullet Ballistic backup parachute for trike com pi
with remote release cable & attachments $800 ph 03
3791960
Combat 152 II (int) mylar LE & TE sleeves & extra
half battens purple LE fluoro pink MS yellow US white
TS ex cond never been bent $2600 also
Foil HiOB (int) scrim LE & TE 3 hrs airtime fluoro
orange LE It green MS fluoro orange US white TS
combat bag new side nose & top wires immac cond

ideal 1st high perf glider bargain $1700 03 4207881
BH, 5802768 AH
Minion 170 (nov) v gd cond blue LE aqua US white
TS with batten profile manual & speed bar$1750 also
Matching pod harness med $400 as new also
Reserve parachute American 22' never used $400
ph Richard 059 685401 or 7543292
Pegasus Q, XL & Quantum kits avail cheap build
yourself 95.322 seat legal aircraft ph Sky Cycles PL
for further info 03 5875975
Trike forsalel 95.10 Stratos 20hp solo engine with
Rumour wing 3L per hour engine on designed for
thermalling all brand new! ph an offer through on 018
336346
Pegasus XL full spec instruments $17500 ph 03
5875975
Quantum 582 low noise with full spec instruments
$26000 ph 035875975
Quantum 582 low noise with full spec instruments
$26000 ph 03 5875975
AirBorne Edge as new comes with full instruments
$15500 ph 018 336346
Quasar with full spec instruments 36 hrs only as new
CHEAP!! ph 035875975

ACT
Moyes Mission (nov) under 10 hrs flying time as new
also Pod harness suit 5'6'-6' & chute $2300 ph
Peter 06 2957401
Mars 170 (nov) rainbow stripes new flying wires &
wheels $600 also
Paradynamic cocoon harness 5'5' -5'10' gd cond
$90 also
Wills Wings harness (same as Tracer) 5' -5'5' gd
cond $250 also
Flytec 3005 alt/Varlo as new cond $570 ph 06
2940537

TASMANIA
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) NEW 1 hr flying time, red

LE , red & grey US complete with manual & batten
profile also
NEW Moyes pod harness in matching colours
$2000 ono the lot! Ph Darren 004 583261 will consider trade on Rotax 503 or 582 cash adjust

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Hot Sex Sale
Q, What is almost as good as sex but lasts a whole
lot longer?
A, Flying either of the gliders listed below.
Foil 152C (in~ grey LE fl pink US low hrs never
pranged a dream to fly $2500 also
Foil 139C2 (int) fl pink LE fI yellow & fl pink tiger
stripes US the pocket rocket ex cond never dropped
nose $3000 also
Future Wings harness jacket style no frame 2 int &
2 ext storage bags black/fl pink vgc suit 180 em 65-85
kg $425 ph Lex 097 344531
Skyline harness suit5'9'~' black with black & white
nature panels camera & radio pockets 4 mths old ex
cond $1600 new but will take $1150 ono ph Michael
096711413 or 3816053
Blitz 137 (exp int) urgent sale only 80 hrs old free
delivery to any city in Australia contact Airsports 09
3816053 for details
Soar Master Power Pack 10 hp hardly ever used in
ex cond with new mounting bushes owners manual
incl set up for GTR $1150 also
GTR (int) gd cond new LE inserts blue yellow & white
$600 ph 090 715373 AH ask for Tony •

FASCINATION OF
OUR NEW LINE
ALTO VARIO BASIS
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 ft) • Vario
analog/digital . Aud io - ASI system
• Memo for 5 flights
ALTO VARIO CLASSICI
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 ft) • Audio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION
• Resolution 1 m (3ft) upt06000m (18000ft)
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable
max. 70 h • Speed values storable
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232)
connector for printout

Australian Distributor:
12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499199, Fax: 049 499395
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. . . FOR SERIOUS RECREATION
J
AirBorne Windsports 12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW Australia 2290 Phone: 61 -49-499 199 Fax: 61-49-499395
Skyline Flight Gear Stegenhauser 7, 83236 Ob~rsee Germany. Tel: 08642/267 , 6155 Fax: 08642/765
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